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dvances in the synthesis,
fluorescence mechanism and multifunctional
applications of red-emitting carbon nanomaterials
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Red emitting fluorescent carbon nanomaterials have drawn significant scientific interest in recent years due

to their high quantum yield, water-dispersibility, photostability, biocompatibility, ease of surface

functionalization, low cost and eco-friendliness. The red emissive characteristics of fluorescent carbon

nanomaterials generally depend on the carbon source, reaction time, synthetic approach/methodology,

surface functional groups, average size, and other reaction environments, which directly or indirectly

help to achieve red emission. The importance of several factors to achieve red fluorescent carbon

nanomaterials is highlighted in this review. Numerous plausible theories have been explained in detail to

understand the origin of red fluorescence and tunable emission in these carbon-based nanostructures.

The above advantages and fluorescence in the red region make them a potential candidate for

multifunctional applications in various current fields. Therefore, this review focused on the recent

advances in the synthesis approach, mechanism of fluorescence, and electronic and optical properties of

red-emitting fluorescent carbon nanomaterials. This review also explains the several innovative

applications of red-emitting fluorescent carbon nanomaterials such as biomedicine, light-emitting

devices, sensing, photocatalysis, energy, anticounterfeiting, fluorescent silk, artificial photosynthesis, etc.

It is hoped that by choosing appropriate methods, the present review can inspire and guide future

research on the design of red emissive fluorescent carbon nanomaterials for potential advancements in

multifunctional applications.
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1. Introduction

Fluorescent carbon nanomaterials (FCNMs) are a predominant
star of the new era among uorescent nanomaterials, which
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griped a lot of scientic attention for the promising area of
research over the past few decades. The FCNMs have a lot of
advantages such as biocompatibility, cost-effectiveness and
environmental friendliness over the conventional semi-
conductor nanocrystals, organic dyes and rare earth-based
uorescent materials. These advantageous properties make
them potential candidates for biomedical applications such as
medication administration, biosensing, optical imaging, and
cell labeling. Apart from biomedical applications, FCNMs are
also widely used in various technologies such as light-induced
catalytic water splitting, optoelectronics, photocatalysis,
sensing, anti-counterfeiting, etc.1–8 Numerous types of FCNMs
have been developed so far. However, the majority of them only
exhibit an intense blue-to-green uorescence short emissive
spectrum when excited by ultraviolet light. The majority of
carbon nanomaterials (CNMs) show bright uorescence in the
blue-green region, whereas they show comparatively poor
quantum yields in the red region under ultra-violet light expo-
sure. The application of blue emitting CNMs has various
disadvantage in biomedical applications and in the fabrication
of white light emitting devices such as the interference of
autouorescence of the biological matrix and retinal damage by
blue dominating light-emitting diode (LED) chips, respectively.
As a result, such disadvantages limit their potential uses,
notably in the realms of biomedical and other potential appli-
cations in various elds.1,9–16

Recently, red-emitting CNMs have gained a lot of attention
from the scientic community because of their deep tissue
penetration, minimum autouorescence, large Stokes shi, low
photon scattering and long uorescence lifetime. The red
emitting CNMs are very essential materials for developing warm
white light-emitting diodes (WLEDs) with a high colour
rendering index (CRI > 80) and low correlated colour
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temperature (CCT 4000 K), which prevent eye tiredness and eye
toxicity. These advantages are successfully applied in a variety of
elds for the sustainable development of society and help to
overcome the drawbacks of short wavelength emissive
FCNMs.17–26

The synthesis of red/infrared emitting CNMs with high
quantum yields is crucial and the origin of their uorescence is
still a matter of debate. The uorescence originates in CNMs
may be due to the presence of sp2-conjugation units, surface
defects, quantum connement, crosslinked enhance emission
and the presence of heteroatom containing functional groups.
The tunability in the uorescence emission of CNMs also
depends on the type of precursor, reaction conditions, solvents,
purication and post-treatment. The size of isolated sp2

domains, hydrophilicity, the level of oxidation, surface charges,
surface functional groups and heteroatom doping are also
regarded as important factors for shiing the emission in the
red region.

In this review, we have compiled a comprehensive overview
of existing and emerging research techniques, choice of carbon-
rich precursors, uorescence mechanisms and factors affecting
the optical properties to achieve red emission. Furthermore, we
have explored the applications of red emitting CNMs in various
elds such as biomedicine, optoelectronics, photocatalysis,
chemical sensing, solar technology, anticounterfeiting, uo-
rescent silk, articial photosynthesis, uorescent nano-
thermometers, etc.
2. Synthesis of red-emitting FCNMs

Red emissive uorescent carbon nanomaterials can be achieved
using surface and conjugation chemistry. The optical properties
of FCNMs depend on the presence of auxochromes at the
surface and the type of conjugation present in the carbon core.
Increasing the number of sp2 hybridized carbon atoms, oxide
surface content, nitrogen and sulfur heteroatoms results in the
shiing of wavelengths towards the longer wavelength region. It
is very crucial to choose cost-effective and environmentally
friendly carbon precursors, solvents and methods for the
synthesis of red emitting CNMs by employing two classied
processes: top-down and bottom-up (Fig. 1).
2.1. Crucial aspects for the synthesis of red-emitting FCNMs

Various factors such as carbon precursors, methodology (reac-
tion conditions), surface functionalization, and purifying
FCNM blend inuence the emission properties of FCNMs.
Therefore, researchers are making signicant attempts to
synthesize extremely effective FCNMs that can emit in the
longer wavelength region.

2.1.1. Organic-based precursor. The choice of organic
precursors is one of the most important causes to achieve red
emission as it decides the structure and functional groups of
FCNMs. In this regard, a variety of precursors have been
described in the literature for the synthesis of red emitting
CNMs ranging from bulk carbon materials to tiny organic
molecules including aromatic compounds and biomass. These
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 1 Schematic representation of the synthesis approach.
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precursors inuence the optical characteristics of the nal
product. The new energy levels might be introduced in the
visible region, mainly towards the red region by doping with
heteroatoms, auxochromes and sp2 core structures. The FCNMs
aromatized themselves and hence the bandgap of FCNMs
automatically is close to sp2 domain bandgaps. These methods
are advantageous for adjusting the absorption and emission of
FCNMs to the long-wavelength region.

2.1.1.1. Large organic materials. Organic materials made of
bulk carbon are typically non-luminescent because the band
gap transitions either did not occur or occurred outside the UV-
visible region. Only the organic compounds with nanoscale
carbon can emit uorescence as the band gap transition occurs
in the UV-visible region.27–29 As technology advances, specic
larger organic materials, including coal, graphene oxide,
graphite, carbon bers, tyre soot, and carbon nanotubes, have
been employed as a precursor through a top-down and
a bottom-up process.30–32 The prepared FCNMs showed a broad
emission prole, excitation dependent emission and solvent
concentration-dependent properties.33,34 The tunable emission
suggests that the uorescence is originated from the defect
state emission and the excitation-dependent emission from the
sp2 clusters in carbon cores.35–37 The FCNMs with abundant
oxygen, nitrogen and sulfur-related functional groups showed
broad excitation-dependent emission spectra with moderate
quantum yields and nanosecond uorescent lifetimes.38,39 Song
et al. developed humic acid mixed coal-derived multicolor
carbon dots by using solvothermal treatment in dimethyl
formamide for utilization as a cold white light emission mate-
rial.40 Hu et al. reported a red colour uorescent center via
embedding phosphorus on the surface of carbon dots, which
were developed from coal using diammonium phosphate. The
synthesized carbon dots were used as a ratiometric uorescent
probe for the determination of the pH of metal-complex
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
systems.41 Tripathi et al. synthesized green to red and near
infrared multicolour emissive carbon dots from diesel-based
pollutant carbon soot through a reux reaction in the pres-
ence of concentrated nitric acid for 10 hours. The as-prepared
carbon dots had been used for the imaging of Escherichia coli
and the sensing of cholesterol.42 Meng et al. reported red to blue
multicolour uorescent carbon dots from coal tar pitch using
a mixture of formic acid and hydrogen peroxide. The as-
synthesized red carbon dots showed a shi of their emission
wavelength to the blue region with increasing the degree of the
reduction process.43 Ko et al. demonstrated oxidative treatment
of tire carbon soot using nitric acid to develop infrared emissive
carbon dots. The carbon dots showed excitation dependent
uorescent emission with the excitation range of 430 nm to
710 nm and were used as a uorescent probe for the bioimaging
of cancer bearing cells.44 Tan et al. produced red-emitting
uorescent carbon dots via an electrochemical reaction of
graphite in potassium persulfate solution. The red emission
was attributed to the lower energy gap, caused by the larger sp2

domain. The carbon dots were applied for the bioimaging of
HeLa cells.45 Tunable red carbon dots were prepared via an
oxidative reaction of carbon bers in nitric acid followed by
ultraltration. The tunability in the emission wavelength was
caused by the surface state electronic transitions and the size of
the carbon dots.46 Ke et al. reported a one-pot synthesis method
of red emissive graphene quantum dots from graphene oxide
via a hydroxyl radical and heteroatom doping technique, using
ammonium hydroxide and thiourea-mediated dissociation of
hydrogen peroxide.47

2.1.1.2. Small organic materials. Small organic molecules
are amorphous or crystalline and made of a lot of polar func-
tional groups and oen employ bottom-up techniques, mainly
solvothermal and hydrothermal for the preparation of
FCNMs.48–51 Amino acids, citric acids, naphthalene,
Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 5717–5765 | 5719
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saccharides, phenylenediamines, polythiophene, etc., are the
most frequently employed small organic materials to synthesize
far-red or near IR emissive CNMs.52,53 Citric acid has a carboxylic
functional group, which rapidly reacts with nitrogen containing
amino groups to form fused a, b or a, g bi-amines. This alkyl-
ation reaction results as the increasing of carbonization degree
with nitrogen content, continuing the formation of –C]C–, –
C]N–, –C]O–, and –C–NH– bonds to produce 2-pyridone
fused large organic rings, followed by the reduction of the band
gap between the HOMO and LUMO. This outcome brings about
a noticeable red shi in emission spectra as a contribution of
multiple emission centers and the different types of bonds.
Hence, the blend of citric acid and polyamines can be used as
a precursor to synthesize an N-doped sp2 core, responsible for
far red or near IR FCNMs.25,54–60

Similarly, amino acids contain both amino and carboxylic
acid groups and are used as suitable precursors for the
synthesis of far red or near IR FCNMs. Several derivatives of
amino acids contain nitrogen and sulfur heteroatoms, enrich
the electronic states and facilitate the generation of in-gap
states that could act as non-radiative and recombination
centers. As a result, it showed a strong bathochromic shi in
emissions.61–63

Aromatic precursors having multiple rings (two or more) or –
R–NH–, –OH, and –R–S–H polar functional groups as substitu-
ents are also important for the development of red emissive
CNMs. Poly-benzene ring containing aromatic precursors have
produced a large number of conjugated sp2 domains in their
core by dehydration and carbonization mechanisms. The
conjugated sp2 core reduced the energy level between the
HOMO and LUMO, which shis the excitation and emission
wavelength towards the red region.64–68 Aromatic precursors
consisting of aromatic amines, phenols and polythiophene
derivatives are dominating precursors for red emissive CNMs,
since there are many options and denable chemical structures.
The presence of a stiff p-conjugated skeletal structure with the
passivation of the –R–NH–, –OH, and –R–S–H functional groups
on the surface plays a vital role in the induced charge transfer
excited state in the p-conjugated systems of FCNMs with the
formation of p-type and n-type carriers. As a result, it contrib-
utes to narrowing the optical band gap of FCNMs, followed by
the emission in the far red or near IR region with high uo-
rescence quantum yield.69–74

Other atoms like selenium, boron, and uorine are also
utilized for shiing the wavelength to the red region aer
doping at edges on the surface of the organic precursor. The
band gap is opened by the incorporation of these heavy atoms
into the carbon core. It also weakens the nonradiative recom-
bination through the increase of surface defects. The uorine
has the highest effect among heavy atoms due to the electron-
withdrawing capacity of uorine, decreases the energy gap
between the HOMO and LUMO, and leads to the shiing of
excitation and emission wavelengths towards the red region.75–80

Li et al. developed tetraphenyl porphyrin-derived red-emitting
carbon dots via a simple solvothermal method using a sulfona-
tion reaction with sulfuric acid. The developed carbon dots were
utilized for the bioimaging of HeLa cells.81 Shao reported highly
5720 | Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 5717–5765
water-dispersible red uorescent carbon dots from glutathione
as a precursor using a solvothermal method. The carbon dots
showed intense near infrared emission with a very narrow
emission band and were utilized for the sensing of carci-
noembryonic antigens in pleural effusion.82 Zhao et
al. synthesized near-infrared emissive carbon dots with a large
conjugated sp2 core. The charge transfer properties between the
electron donor and acceptor lead to the longer wavelength
absorption of the carbon dots. The as-synthesized carbon dots
were used for photothermal therapy andmultiphoton therapy.83

Ji et al. synthesized microwave-assisted near infrared carbon
dots from o-phenylenediamine through a hydrothermal
method. The developed carbon dots showed a red-shi via
protonation, while deprotonation resulted in a three times
higher quantum yield, and were demonstrated as a red phos-
phor.84 Geng et al. produced tunable green to red emissive
uorescent carbon dots from citric acid andm-aminophenol via
a microwave irradiation method. The carbon dots exhibited
excellent competence of biocompatibility properties and were
utilized for bioimaging.85 Wei et al. developed blue, green,
yellow, and orange multicolour emitting carbon dots from
a mixture of glucose and amino acid via a microwave-assisted
Maillard reaction. The multicolour emission of the carbon
dots originated from the carbon cores and the surface defect
states. The teams reported that the emission of the carbon dots
could be controlled by modifying the precursors. They also
showed that the carbon dots were also applied for multicolour
display and cell imaging.86 Li et al. reported p-phenylenedi-
amine and hydroquinone derived red uorescent carbon dots
via a mild solvothermal treatment by merely changing the
relative ratios of the precursors, which were used for the
detection of Fe3+ and pyrophosphate.87Wang et al. produced red
uorescent carbon dots via a surface modication with poly-
etherimide through a microwave heating technique. This
synthesis technique promotes the surface charges from nega-
tive to positive and shielding the red colour emission from
being quenched by water. These characteristics encourage bio-
imaging and cell absorbtion.88 Niu et al. produced phlor-
oglucinol and boric acid derived excitation dependent boron
doped red carbon dot powder. The red carbon dots exhibited
solid state uorescence and showed intense red uorescence
under UV light excitation and were utilized for ngerprint
detection.89

2.1.1.3. Renewable organic materials. An organic material
that can be recycled from both plants and animals is called
biomass. So, it is a renewable organic material.90–92 Cellulose is
the most plentiful organic compound present in this world and
the main component of biomass. It is a complex carbohydrate
composed of chiral carbon, oxygen and hydrogen.93–96 Biomass
is one of the most commonly used carbon precursors for the
development of red-emitting CNMs using solvothermal and
hydrothermal methods. The optical properties of biomass-
derived red emissive CNMs depend on the excitation and the
functional groups of the solvent used. The addition of sulnyl
and carbonyl functional groups on the surface leads to the
rising of discrete energy levels due to the gaining of oxygen
atoms and losing of electrons on the surface. These processes
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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boost the absorption in the red region or near the IR region and
increase the red uorescence.97–104 Zhang et al. fabricated Ara-
bidopsis thaliana-derived nitrogen and sulfur co-doped multi-
colour carbon dots through a Maillard reaction using sulfuric
acid. The developed red carbon dots exhibited excellent
biocompatibility, uorescence properties, and solubility. The
team used the carbon dots for the labeling and imaging of
a plant.105 Liang et al. developed rose red emissive uorescent
carbon dots from wedelia trilobata biomass via microwave-
assisted solvothermal treatment using ethanol and water solu-
tion. The red carbon dots were used for the detection of gluta-
thione and the imaging of cells.106 Tang et al. synthesized red
emissive carbon dots from black pepper through a solvothermal
method. The red carbon dots showed strong biocompatibility,
selectivity, sensitivity and low toxicity. These properties of the
as-synthesized carbon dots were utilized for the sensing and
imaging of ascorbic acid in living cells.107 Zhang et al. synthe-
sized red uorescent carbon dots from herbaceous Andrographis
paniculata via solvothermal synthesis using ethanol. The carbon
dots were used as a smartphone integrated green optosensor.108

Wang et al. derived blue-to-red emissive uorescent carbon dots
using solvothermal methods from spinach. The modication of
the boiling point and polarity of solvents causes the red-shied
emission. The team used the as-synthesized carbon dots for the
anticounterfeiting and the sensing of Cr6+.109 Tariq et al. re-
ported microwave-assisted g biomass extracted red emissive
carbon dots, which exhibited excellent antibacterial properties
and were used as a antibacterial agent for the diagnosis of
bacterial infection.110 Yang et al. developed glutathione-
supported waste tobacco leaf-derived red emissive uorescent
carbon dots via a simple hydrothermal method. The red carbon
dots exhibited large stoke shi with the advantages of selective
and sensitive detection of analytes.111 Zhang fabricated red,
green and blue emissive uorescent carbon dots using a sol-
vothermal method from waste leather scrap. The size of the
carbon atoms and the functional group cause the addition of
a new energy level for electronic transition, leading to red
uorescence emission.112

2.1.2. Reaction conditions. The shiing of the uorescent
emission wavelengths of the FCNMs heavily depends on the
reaction circumstances. With the knowledge of exploring the
optical characteristics of FCNMs with solvents, time, tempera-
ture, pH and the reactants ratio, one can achieve red emissive
CNMs.1,113–115 Solvent-inuenced emission behavior can be
established by choosing the solvent. The solvent may be protic
or aprotic, and sometimes polar or nonpolar. The addition of
aprotic solvents to the organic precursor causes increase in
dehydration and the carbonization process. Consequently, this
process led to the formation of sp2 conjugated carbon domains
in the core of the FCNMs, resulting in a red shi in the emission
wavelengths.116–121 The reaction temperature affects the
carbonization degree and the dehydration condensation of the
synthesis process of the FCNMs. The rising temperature
contributes to increasing carbonization degree and dehydration
of the FCNMs, resulting in the loss of the auxochromes on the
surface. However, increasing temperature results in a perma-
nent loss of uorescence because it reduces the intensity of the
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
uorescence, gradually.122–126 The elevated temperature also
increased the rate of the reaction process of FCNMs. The
motion of the atoms of the organic material collides frequently
with each other as a result of the elevated temperature.127 The
reaction time inuences the degree of synthesis process
completion of FCNMs, greatly. The reaction between the
organic materials is more signicant with a longer reaction time
but excessive time follows the overreaction. The excessive time
did not encourage the production of unlimited FCNMs.128–130

Varying reactant concentrations and ratios will directly impact
the surface functional groups of FCNMs.131 An acidic environ-
ment leads to the red shi of the emission wavelength, while an
alkali environment leads to the blueshi of the emission
wavelength.132 Khan et al. reported excitation-dependent mul-
ticolour uorescence emission spectra of carbon dots on
a nanosecond time scale.133 pH-dependent blue to red emissive
carbon dots are achieved by changing the acid–base behavior of
the group present on the surface.134 Zhao et al. developed red,
green and blue emitting carbon dots with excitation-dependent
emission properties. The tunability in emission spectra is due
to the conjugation and presence of oxygen atoms.135 Yang et al.
demonstrated sulfuric acid assisted blue to red-shied emis-
sion of carbon dots caused by the surface-defected state and the
carbonization degree.136

2.1.3. Purifying FCNM blend and post-modication.
Following the top-down and bottom-up treatment of carbon
precursors, various sizes of FCNMs are created as a product. The
mixed FCNM solution generated an overlapping uorescent
emission spectrum.137–139 So, it is necessary to purify the mixture
of FCNMs by the size or size/charge ratio.140 Various sizes with
different functional groups of FCNMs possess different signif-
icant photophysical properties.141,142 One can get red emissive
CNMs easily by using effective techniques for separating and
purifying the synthetic mixtures of FCNMs to get certain sizes of
uorophores or groups of uorophores, responsible for the red
emission.143–145 The most common methods used for the sepa-
ration and purication of synthetic mixtures of FCNMs are
ltration, centrifugation and dialysis.146–149 Large particles (i.e.,
soot) are frequently removed from derived FCNM suspensions
using centrifugation and ltration,99,150,151 whereas low molec-
ular weight entities are removed using dialysis.14,152,153 Particu-
larly, the centrifugation techniques help to achieve the different
core sizes of the same mixture of FCNMs.154–156 Size exclusion
chromatography and gel electrophoresis methods are also used
for the separation and purication of the synthetic mixtures of
FCNMs.157–159 FCNMs with different sizes have different
bandgap widths, resulting in different photo-luminescence (PL)
emission peaks. When the size of the FCNMs increases, their
band gap energy continuous to decrease and photons are more
likely to transition, which results in a bathochromic shi (red
shi) of the PL emission peak.160–162 Alternatively, the addition
of functional groups on the surface of the FCNMs can generate
abundant structural congurations and introduce new energy
levels into their electronic structures. Therefore, more oppor-
tunities for an electronic transition arise, which is followed by
a tunable emission of FCNMs. The increase of nitrogen-con-
taining amino groups, graphitic nitrogen cores and carboxylic
Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 5717–5765 | 5721
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groups on the surface of the FCNMs leads to the bathochromic
shi.163–169 Sometimes post-modication treatment has
a signicant impact on the optical properties of FCNMs.
Nitrogen functionalization, dehydration and strengthening the
p-conjugation, etc., were used as post-modication treatments
to get red emissive CNMs.170–175 Wang et al. reported blue to red
color uorescent carbon dots through a slight modication of
the reaction conditions including temperature and pH. The
multicolour emitting carbon dots were utilized as a white light
emitting diode with a high colour rendering index.176 Yang et
al. synthesized red emissive uorescent carbon dots which
showed the shiing of emission wavelength towards longer
regions by adding NH3$H2O. The nitrogen group of the amine
water solution formed a conjugated amide ring causing the red-
shied emission.177 Tetsuka et al. shied the emission of
nitrogen-functionalized graphene quantum dots from blue to
red in the post-modication method.171 Lyu et al. showed the
shi of blue uorescence to green, green to yellow, yellow to
orange and orange to red for graphene quantum dots via
enhancing the p-conjugation and the graphitic nitrogen by
chemical modication. The team showed that the carbon dots
were utilized for a highly photostable white light emitting
composite lm and bioimaging of liver cancer cells.178 Zheng
et al. developed a post-modication technique to shi the
uorescence emission of carbon dots from blue to green and
red. The group introduced auxochrome nitrile and carbonyl
groups to shi the emission to the red region.179

Thus, these demonstrated aspects including choosing
organic precursors, reaction conditions and purifying the
FCNM blend with post-modication techniques are so vital to
focus for the development of red-emitting CNMs (Table 1).
3. Fluorescence mechanisms of red-
emitting FCNMs

The uorescence mechanism is so important to explore the red
region and near IR region very widely. Recognizing the uo-
rescence mechanism is essential for obtaining FCNMs with the
desired optical properties. However, it is still challenging to
understand the precise uorescence process of red FCNMs.
Numerous plausible theories have been put out to increase the
understanding of red uorescence origins.
3.1. Quantum connement effect

The signicant characteristics of FCNMs are responsible for the
featured optical properties. Bandgap transition is one of the
most fundamental methods, engineered in the conjugated p-
domain for achieving the quantum connement effect.203–205

The quantum connement effect occurs when FCNMs have
a smaller size than the exciton Bohr radius.206,207 The phase
“quantum connement” means the energy of conned elec-
trons. When the potential dimension comes close to the de
Broglie wavelength of the electron, the conned electron
wavefunction of nanomaterials emerged as a discrete set of
energy levels. The changes are named “quantum connement”.
It has an impact on material behavior in terms of electrical,
5722 | Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 5717–5765
optical, and mechanical properties of nanomaterials.208–211

When nanomaterials are compressed to sizes and shapes of
100–10 nm or even smaller, the quantum connement
phenomenon takes place. These modications are brought
about by a distinct set of electron energies and lead to size
connement. Solid-state physics states that the energy band gap
is split into the valence band and conduction band. The
absorption of photons or the thermal excitation supplies
adequate energy to the valence band electrons to surpass the
energy gap and transit to the conduction band. As a result, holes
act as a positive charge and are created at that place of the
surpass electrons. The hole might be lled by an electron from
the valence band, leaving another hole in its stead. In this way,
the holes travel to the conduction band. Excitons are developed
when electron and hole pair combinations occur.212–220 When
the size of the three-dimensional materials is reduced to the
nanoscale, the band gap expands. It causes the electronic
transition between the band gaps in the ultraviolet to visible
range and sometimes in the infrared region.221–223 Nanosized
carbon cores containing conjugated p-domains with signicant
functional groups produce multicolour uorescence due to the
quantum connement effect, one of the main mechanisms
among the others.224–226 It is plausible to tweak the characteristic
bandgap transition by modifying the size of the p-domains. The
increase in the size of the p-domain carbon core causes
a smaller bandgap. As a result, a redshied emission wave-
length is noticed.46,227,228 The valence band of the carbon core is
separated from the conduction band by the conjugated p-
domains of nite size. When there is an excess population of
electrons and holes, a direct transition of the electrons present
in the conduction band to an empty state of the valence band
occurs. During this transitions a electron released a photon as
a energy. This process is called “direct radiative
recombination”.229–231 The quantum connement effect helps in
the p−p* transition of the sp2 carbon core, which causes the
direct radiative recombination of excitons. This direct radiative
recombination process of excitons leads to multicolor uores-
cence emission.232–234 Increasing the number of conjugated p-
domains through quantum connement phenomena is directly
responsible for redshi in the emission wavelength.235–238
3.2. Surface state defects

Surface engineering with functional groups of the carbonaceous
core is very essential for red emission since the surface defects
act as a vital factor for this phenomenon. The addition of
different functional groups helps in the n−p* transition of the
aromatic sp2 carbon core to exhibit different energy states,
resulting in the development of multiple surface defect
states.239,240 A border zone or spherical shell that is different
from the carbon core region or body is referred to as a surface
defect. The complex diversity is caused by the functional groups
present on the surface or sp2 and sp3 hybrid carbon cores,
leading to the defect state.241–243 Different types of reasons cause
different defect states, which leads to different colors of uo-
rescence in CNMs.244 Surface oxidation is the primary cause,
which can serve as a center for the attraction of excitons and
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Table 1 Comparison summary of the synthesis processes, optical properties and applications of red emitting CNMs prepared from various kinds
of carbon precursors

CNMs Carbon precursor Synthetic route lexc/lemi (nm) Application Reference

CDs Carbon bres Acid oxidation 360/610 Bioimaging Bao et al.46

CDs Waste expanded polystyrene Solvothermal 365/630 White light-emitting diodes Song et al.180

CDs Sugarcane bagasse Carbonization 372/630 Ammonia sensing Jiang et al.181

CDs Spinach Solvothermal 620/680 Bioimaging Li et al.182

CDs Lemon juice Solvothermal 610/704 Bioimaging Ding et al.183

CDs Watermelon juice Hydrothermal 808/925 Imaging and photothermal
therapy

Li et al.184

CPDs Taxus leaves Solvothermal 420/673 One and two photon
bioimaging

Liu et al.185

GQDs Graphite rods Electrochemical
exfoliation

500/610 Cellular imaging Tan et al.45

GQDs Graphene oxide Chemical
degradation

420/630 Bioimaging Ke et al.47

CDs Coal pitch Acid oxidation 365/630 — Meng et al.43

CDs Citric acid Solvothermal 561/627 In vitro and in vivo bioimaging Ding et al.9

CDs Bougainvillea leaves Microwave charring 420/678 Photodegradation of dye Bhati et al.186

CDs Cyanine dye Solvothermal 720/820 Cancer imaging & therapy Zheng
et al.187

CDs Resorcinol Carbonization 490/600 — Ghosh
et al.188

GQDs Graphene nano-particles Mechanical
exfoliation &
oxidation

380/650 Optoelectronic device Tetsuka
et al.171

CDs Glutathione Microwave-
mediated heating

420/683 Bioimaging Pan et al.189

GQDs Trinitro pyrene & boric acid Ultra-sonication 380/617 — Juang et al.190

CDs Malic acid & neutral red Hydrothermal 400/627 Per-manganate & pH sensing Dan Chang
et al.191

CQDs p-Phenylene-diamine & urea Solvothermal 286/614 — Song et al.192

CNPs Eucalyptus leaves Hydrothermal 620/680 Theranostics Damera
et al.193

CDs p-Phenylene-diamine & hydro-
quinone

Solvothermal 455/590 Fe3+ & pyro-phosphate
detection

Li et al.87

CDs Citric acid & urea Solvothermal 520/614 Light-emitting diodes Qu et al.194

CDs Diaminobenzene-sulfonic acid
& amino-phenyl-boronic acid
hydro-chloride

Hydrothermal 520/595 Dual-mode sensing of ClO−/
GSH

Li et al.195

CDs Diamino-benzoic acid &
catechol

Solvothermal 545/619 Detection of peroxynitrite in
living cells

Fu et al.196

CDs Citric acid & bi-naphthyl
diamine

Solvothermal 540/603 Solid state luminescence &
sensing of Fe3+ and F−

Wang et al.197

CDs 4-Chloro-benzene-1,2-diamine
& diluted HCl with deionized
water

Sonication assisted
solvothermal

540/650 Detection of tea polyphenols &
cellular imaging

Cao et al.198

CDs Neutral red & thiourea Hydrothermal 520/637 Detection and reduction of
Au3+

Li et al.199

CNDs Perilla leaves Ultrasonication 420/670 Bacterial imaging Zhao et al.200

CDs Citric acid & p-phenylene-
diamine

Hydrothermal 360/650 Mitochondria-targetable
imaging and monitoring of
biological processes in living
cells

Jin et al.201

CDs 3-Dimethyl-amino-phenol Solvothermal 540/632 Detecting and tracking lipid
droplets in live cells

Jing et al.202
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produce surface defect state uorescence.245,246 Surface oxida-
tion occurs in the presence of signicant functional groups,
which causes the addition of oxygen atoms, loss of electrons, or
removal of hydrogen.247–250 The more oxidized surface helps to
develop more defects frequently. The result is accompanied by
the red shi in the emission wavelength of FCNMs.251,252
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
Relaxation achieved via the radiation from the excitation state
to the ground state is the reason for the surface defect
state.253,254 A variety of emission traps are produced by various
functional groups, each with a unique energy level that results
in a varied degree of defects. The ability of a functional group to
deliver electrons, making them used on the surface of the
Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 5717–5765 | 5723
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carbon core, would make it possible to modify the colour
emission.255–257 When a beam of photons of a specic wave-
length is incident on the surface of the carbon materials, the
photons whose energy fullls the band gap energy will transit
and assemble at the nearest surface defect traps. Then the
photons return to the ground state to radiate tunable emission
in the UV-visible region.258–261 It is found that the functional
groups support the p*–n and s*–n transitions, following the
molecular type of uorescence and xed spectral band changes
with the excitation energy and size of the particles.262–265 The
functional group also causes structural deformation to the
aromatic core, resulting in mid-gap states or energy traps,
which contribute to p*–mid-gap–p transitions. Consequently,
these transitions broaden the emission wavelength to a longer
wavelength.262,266–269
4. Optical properties of red-emitting
CNMs

The red-emitting CNMs are highly photobleaching resistant and
have strong absorption and biodegradability in the red region
or near infrared region. They have a very high penetration depth
because of their high wavelength. The electronic and optical
properties of luminescent CNMs can be studied using UV-
visible and uorescence spectroscopy followed by the determi-
nation of the steady-state and lifetime. The red emissive prop-
erties of FCNMs can be tuned by several factors including size,
surface state, element doping, hydrogen bond, surface func-
tionalization, energy transfer, crosslink-enhanced emission
effect, and solvent effect.
4.1. Factors inuencing the optical properties of red-
emitting CNMs

4.1.1. Size controlling. The changes in the size of FCNMs
inuence the shiing of the uorescence emission wavelength.
By transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) of FCNMs, followed by size distri-
bution plot analysis, we can easily predict the average core sizes,
particle size distribution and morphology of FCNMs. Different
size FCNMs have different bandgap widths, resulting in
different uorescence emission peaks. Increasing the size of
FCNMs at the nanoscale results in narrowing of the energy band
gap by the quantum connement effect between the bonding
and antibonding orbitals of FCNMs.270–272 Therefore, illumi-
nated photons are more likely to transition, which results in
a shiing of the uorescence emission peak to the red region or
near infrared region. We can easily synthesize red FCNMs by
controlling the size of the carbon nanomaterials by ultracen-
trifugation.273,274 Huang et al. reported tunable size affected red-
shied uorescence caused by increased intra-carbon dot För-
ster resonance energy transfer between the emitter homologs.
They showed that the emission wavelength shied from blue to
red when increasing the size of the carbon dots from small to
large.275 Liu et al. described the size-dependent uorescence of
carbon dots. The team showed that increasing the size of the
carbon dots resulted in red-shied uorescence. The TEM
5724 | Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 5717–5765
images showed that the particle size increased with red shiing.
The red uorescence is attributed to the rising density, which
resulted in enhancing the HOMO energy level. Thus, the
HOMO–LUMO energy gap decreased, causing the result,
Fig. 2(a) and (b).276 Zhan et al. showed the multicolour band
gaped uorescence of carbon dots as a result of variable size.
The team observed that the uorescence colour of carbon dot
solution changes from blue to green to yellow to red with
changes in the size of carbon nanomaterials.277 Gao et al.
described band gap-inuenced multicolour emissive uores-
cent graphene quantum dots with and without a coating of
polyethyleneimine caused by the variation in the sizes of the
graphene quantum dots. The individual graphene quantum
dots showed yellow uorescence and aer embedding with two
separate amounts of polyethyleneimine, blue and red uores-
cence graphene quantum dots were prepared. The team showed
that red and blue uorescence was attributed to the size of
nanomaterials, followed by the inuence of the energy gap. Red
uorescence was caused by the large size induced narrow
energy gap of the graphene quantum dots whereas the blue
uorescence was caused by the small size induced enlarged
energy gap of the graphene quantum dots, Fig. 2(c) and (d).278

4.1.2. Surface functionalization and passivation. It has
been found that surface functionalization and passivation
techniques signicantly alter the uorescence characteristics of
FCNMs.279 Surface functionalization and passivation tech-
niques are achieved by the recombination of electrons and
holes, nearly associated with the sp2 conjugated p-domain and
surface chemistry.280 An X-ray photoelectron, Fourier transform
infrared, and RAMAN spectroscopy study will be done for the
determination of the surface functional group present at the
surface. The X-ray diffraction and zeta potential measurement
will also reveal the nature of the carbon nanomaterials.281 The
addition of functional groups on the surface of FCNMs can
generate abundant structural congurations and introduce new
energy levels into their electronic structures.282 As a result, the
development of multiple defect state occurs, caused by surface
oxidation. The bandgap energy is slowly reduced with
increasing the degree of surface oxidation causing red-shied
emission.283 The presence of electron-withdrawing or
oxidizing groups increases the surface oxidation process,
resulting in red emissive CNMs.284 Li et al. showed that the
surface modication of sulnyl and carbonyl groups caused the
generation of another discrete energy level, caused by the
increasing degree of surface oxidation. The increasing surface
oxidation reduced the energy gap of the outer layer, and as
a result, the emission wavelength is shied towards the red
region, Fig. 3(b).285 Ding et al. explained the surface state-
controlled uorescence mechanism of full-color light-emitting
carbon dots. Excitation independent uorescence from blue
to red was observed as a result of surface defects. The surface
defect state was generated by surface oxidation, followed by the
narrowing of the energy gap. The band gap between the HOMO
and LUMO strongly depends on the addition of several oxygen
atoms. The increasing number of oxygen atoms on the surface
results in surface oxidation, which generates more surface
defects. The surface defect reduced the energy band gaps, result
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 2 Representation of the size effect on the red fluorescence of FCNMs: (a) TEM and HRTEM images of blue, green, yellow and red carbon
dots respectively with size distribution plots; (b) tunable fluorescent carbon dots with their respective electronic energy level diagram, starting
from blue, green, yellow and red respectively. Reprinted with permission from ref. 276, Copyright 2021, Elsevier; (c) TEM and HRTEM images of
blue, green, yellow and red graphene quantum dots respectively with diameter distribution plots. Gaussian fitting curve is also plotted by the
black line; (d) graphical representation of the transformation of yellow fluorescence graphene quantum dots to red fluorescence graphene
quantum dots by narrowing the energy gap and yellow fluorescence graphene quantum dots to blue graphene quantum dots caused by
enlarging the energy gap. Reprinted with permission from ref. 278, Copyright 2017, American Chemical Society.
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in the red shied emission, Fig. 3(a).286 Gao et al. reported green
to red tunable uorescence through a solvent engineering
method by using water. The water engineering caused an
increase in the number of oxygen atoms followed by an increase
in the oxidation degree. As a result, an increase in the number
of carboxyl groups on the surface occurred, which leads to
reduction of the energy gap and results in red-shied uores-
cence, Fig. 3(c).287 Hola et al. described the red-shied emission
of carbon dots aer introducing the carboxylate groups on the
surface by mild hydrolysis of carbon dots.288 Ding et al. reported
that the graphitization degree, graphitic nitrogen content and
oxygen-containing functional groups cause the shiing of
uorescence toward the red region via regulating the deami-
nation and dehydration process, Fig. 3(d).289

4.1.3. Solvatochromism. Solvatochromism is a reversible
process of changing absorption and emission wavelengths,
which is initiated by the process of solvent. This phenomenon is
commonly observed in FCNMs, when different solvents are
added. Tunability is observed as a result of the maximum
absorption shi. It occurs as a result of variations in the
solvation energies of initial and excited states in different
solvents.290–292 This effect is associated with hydrogen bond
capability, hydrogen bond acceptability and polarization on
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
dipole moment. The energy difference between the ground and
excited states as well as the orientation polarizability of solvents
are both inuenced by interactions between the solvent and
carbon core.293,294 For polar solvents, there is a hypsochromic
shi with decrease in the polarity of the solvents and the shi is
bathochromic with increase in the polarity of the solvent. The
nonradiative charge recombination on the surface of FCNMs
can be prevented by increasing the protonation capacity of the
solvent and decreasing the viscosity of the FCNM solution,
which will increase the ability to absorb and emit light in the
red or near infrared region. Furthermore, increasing the alky-
nation, carbonization, and oxidation reactions using suitable
solvents (containing the amino and carbonyl groups) lead to the
amine and carboxylic acid functional groups containing
ligands, which is also a good strategy to achieve red-emitting
CNMs.295–297 Gao et al. reported solvatochromic effect induced
emission shi from green to red of carbon dots. The presence of
a distinctive featured polymer chain with different functional
groups and an effective p-conjugated carbonized core was the
main reason for the shiing of the emission wavelength.298 Lin
et al. demonstrated the shiing of the emission wavelength
from 520 nm to 630 nm, towards a long wavelength as an effect
of the solvent polarity of bright carbon dots.299 Alaş et al.
Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 5717–5765 | 5725



Fig. 3 Representation of the surface functionalization and passivation effect on the red fluorescence of CNMs: (a) graphical representation of
the increasing degree of surface oxidation causing decrease in the energy gap, followed by red colour fluorescence. Reprinted with permission
from ref. 286, Copyright 2016, American Chemical Society; (b) representation of the effect of sulfinyl and carbonyl groups on the red fluo-
rescence of the carbon dots with the energy level diagram. Reprinted with permission from ref. 285, Copyright 2018, WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH&
Co. KGaA, Weinheim; (c) shifting of green fluorescence to red fluorescence by increasing the graphitic nitrogen content and the number of
surface carboxyl functional groups with decreasing the energy gap between the HOMO and LUMO. Reprinted with permission from ref. 287,
Copyright 2020, Elsevier (d) shifting of the fluorescence colour based on the graphitization degree, graphitization nitrogen, and oxygen con-
taining functional group. Reprinted with permission from ref. 289, Copyright 2022, Springer.
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showed the solvatochromic features of red uorescence carbon
dots by changing the solvent polarity. The carbon dots switched
the green uorescence colour to a red uorescence colour when
increasing the solvent polarity. The uorescence image and
emission spectra of carbon dots under different solvents
including hexane, toluene, benzene, ortho-dichlorobenzene, di-
chloromethane, tetrahydrofuran, chloroform, acetone, meth-
anol, ethanol, dimethylformamide, dimethyl sulfoxide, and
water showed the shiing of emission to the red region, Fig. 4(a)
and (d), as the polarity gradually increased. It was observed that
the red shied uorescence was attributed to the polar non-
protic solvents dimethylformamide and dimethyl sulfoxide.
The blue-shied uorescence was attributed to the aprotic
solvent due to hydrogen bonding in-between carbon dots and
hydrogen accepting solvents via hydrogen bond donating polar
functional groups like –COOH, –OH, R–NH2, and R–CO–NH–R
of carbon dots. The dipole interaction between the carbon dots
and solvents is also a reason for the blue shi. The team further
looked into the uorescence changes in more detail as a sol-
vochromatic nanoprobe for the sensing of water molecule in
tetrahydrofuran. It was noticed that the emission wavelength
shied to the red region as the percentage of water increased in
5726 | Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 5717–5765
tetrahydrofuran mixed carbon dot solution, Fig. 4(b) and (c).300

Sato et al. reported solvent-dependent emission colours ranging
from green to red using three different isomers of phenyl-
enediamine, caused by the different polarities.301 Wu et al.
described blue and red dual colour uorescent carbon dots
depending on the changing polarity of the solvent. The
hydrogen bonding interchange between the carbon dots and
solvents was the main origin for the dual uorescence.302 Fan
et al. synthesized red carbon dots which exhibited multicolour
emission peaks from blue to red caused by the solvent
polarity.303

4.1.4. Heteroatom doping. Heteroatom doping is the most
useful technique for controlling the chemical formation and
optical characteristics of FCNMs, since the creation of n-type or
p-type carriers into the carbon core. The introduction of n-type
or p-type carriers changes the electronic structure of
FCNMs.279,304 When the nonmetal atoms N, O, P, B, S, etc. are
doped, the electron-rich atoms like N, O, P, S etc. raise the
energy level of the HOMO while the electron-decient atoms
like B decrease the energy level of the LUMO. Doping of
graphitic, pyridinic, hydrazine and amino N is a commonly
used method to produce the redshied uorescence of CNMs
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 4 Representation of the solvatochromism effect on red fluorescent carbon dots: (a) emission of the spectra of red carbon dots under
different solvents including hexane, toluene, benzene, ortho-dichlorobenzene, di-chloromethane, tetrahydrofuran, chloroform, acetone,
methanol, ethanol, dimethylformamide, dimethyl sulfoxide, and water. The asterisk sign reveals the highest intensity peak in chloroform; (b)
image of carbon dot solution with the rising amount of water (0–10% vol) under UV light; (c) emission spectra showing the red shift of red carbon
dot solution with tetrahydrofuran, tetrahydrofuran & water and only water; (d) fluorescence images of red carbon dots dissolved in different
solvents under 365 nm UV light excitation. Reprinted with permission from ref. 300, Copyright 2021, American Chemical Society.
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due to the process of doping and identical atomic size of carbon
and nitrogen atoms. Other atoms including sulphur, selenium,
boron, and uorine are also used to get red shiing of the
emission wavelength. The shiing of emission to the red region
or near infrared region may have been caused by the addition of
atomic contaminants like N, S, Se, B, F and La.305–307 When
heteroatoms are doped, the lattice of the FCNMs is disturbed,
resulting in the appearance of new energy levels, which causes
the shiing of the wavelength to the red or near infrared region.
The doping of other heteroatoms will add chemical groups to
the interface of the FCNMs, enlarging the conjugation domain
and leading to red or near infrared emission.308,309 Du et al.
synthesized nitrogen-doped carbon dots via a microwave-
assisted simple solvothermal method using p-phenylenedi-
amine. The carbon dots showed red uorescence over the
excitation of ultraviolet light.310 Li et al. showed an aggregation-
induced red-shied emission of phosphorous-doped carbon
dots as a result of enhancing the electron density caused by the
electron donation properties of a phosphorus atom and the p–p
conjugation caused by the aggregation induced size enrich-
ment.311 Jiao et al. reported gadolinium-doped carbon dots with
red emission under excitation.312 Liu et al. demonstrated full
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
wide half maximum narrow uorescence and excitation
dependent red emissive nitrogen-doped conjugated carbonized
polymer dots for in vitro and in vivo biomedical applications.313

Arul et al. studied the difference in uorescence, catalytic
activity, and various color in vivo and in vitro applications
between heteroatom-doped and undoped carbon dots. The
team used nitrogen, boron and sulphur as a doping atom for
carbon dots.314 Azami et al. showed the uorescence behaviors
of two different heteroatom doping carbon dots. They chose
boron and phosphorus as a heteroatom in the structure of the
carbon dots and investigated the consequences of the two
heteroatoms on optical behavior. The phosphorous-doped
carbon dots exhibited blue-shied emission, caused by the
effect of the carbon core followed by the increase of the energy
gap between the HOMO and LUMO. The boron-doped carbon
dots exhibited red-shied emission caused by the surface
functionalities like NO3 and O–C]O bonds and fewer C–C
bonds, Fig. 5(c).315 It is generally observed that the increase in
the nitrogen-containing graphitic carbon core caused a red shi
in the emission of CNMs. Holá et al. reported that the increase
of electron-donating nitrogen containing graphitic carbon cores
produced a midgap state between the HOMO and LUMO,
Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 5717–5765 | 5727



Fig. 5 The effect of heteroatoms on FCNMs for red fluorescence: (a) schematic illustration of red colour emission caused by graphitic nitrogen.
Reprintedwith permission from ref. 11, Copyright 2017, American Chemical Society; (b) the fluorescencemechanism of carbon dots (protonation
of 2,3-diaminophe-nazine caused the red emission). Reprinted with permission from ref. 316, Copyright 2021, Springer Nature; (c) the effect of
phosphorus and boron doping on the emission of carbon nanodots. Reprinted with permission from ref. 315, Copyright 2023, American
Chemical Society; (d) red shifted fluorescence caused by the fluorine doping on carbon dots with the narrowing energy gap mechanism.
Reprinted with permission from ref. 317, Copyright 2018, Elsevier.
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leading to red-shied emission, Fig. 5(a).11 Zhang et al.
described the amino protonation treatment of carbon dots with
2,3-diaminophe-nazine, minimizing the energy bandgap. As
a result, the yellow color uorescence solution of the carbon
dots turned into red colour emissive carbon dots with narrow
peak widths, Fig. 5(b).316 Yang et al. showed red-shied emis-
sion upon doping of electron-withdrawing uorine atoms into
carbon dots. The authors explained that the extension of the p-
electron system due to the addition of the uorine atom reduces
the energy gap, which results in the red shiing, Fig. 5(d).317

4.1.5. Crosslink-enhanced emission effect. The crosslink-
enhanced emission (CEE) effect is a brand-new discovered
uorescence phenomenon that is utilized to understand the
intense emission trend at non-traditional emission centers. It is
a crosslinking-induced effect to increase uorescence.318

Crosslinking can be achieved chemically or physically and can
be introduced by covalent or non-covalent bonding. It affects
the emission wavelength by controlling energy levels.319

Inducing crosslinking shortened the distance between the
functional groups resulting in the overlapping and coupling of
electron clouds. Such interactions create sub-levels by splitting
inherent energy levels.320 Also introducing covalent bonds by
crosslinking leads to the creation of new energy states. It helps
to broaden the way of radiative and non-radiative transition by
narrowing the energy distance of singlet and triplet states, thus
5728 | Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 5717–5765
increasing the red emission.321,322 Chen et al. reported red
carbon dots via a mechanism of chemical bonding that removes
the defects, followed by the conservation of the efficient radia-
tive process through surface states. It is acknowledged that the
establishment of a stable chemical bonding not only closes the
efficient radiative process through surface states but also
prevents the nonradiative recombination of localized electron–
hole pairs. Hence, the probability of long-wavelength red
emission increased.323 Wang et al. demonstrated crosslinking
induced long wavelength red emissive carbon dots for multi-
colour latent nger print scanning on complex background
surfaces under UV-light irradiation.324 Li et al. reported
crosslinking-based increased photoluminescence behavior of
carbonized polymer dots. The crosslinking causes a narrowing
of the energy gap followed by red-shied emission. The uo-
rescence mechanism followed that the crosslinking effect
introduced the auxochrome or sub-uorophores (electron-rich
heteroatom groups), which are boosting the radiative transition
and lowering the non-radiative transition. Hence, the quantum
yield was increased and the uorescence of the auxochrome of
the carbon polymer dot was enhanced, Fig. 6(a). The negative
impact caused by the crosslinking on the energy level and
electron transition, together with the steady and compact
environment of carbon polymer dots, signicantly increased the
electron cloud coupling and overlapping. It also causes the
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 6 Schematic representation of the crosslinking effect for the red emission: (a) the vibrational and rotational changes of the single bond and
sub-fluorophores due to the crosslinking restriction, following the rising of radiative transition andminimizing the non-radiative transition; (b) the
splitting of the confined domain into intrinsic energy levels to sublevels and raising the energy level of the triplet state lead to the overlapping and
coupling of electron clouds followed by red shift of the emission [sub fluorophores-heteroatom holding double bonds like C]O, C]N, and N]
O; single bonds-amino based groups, C–O; S0 – ground singlet state; S1 – excited singlet state; T1 – triplet excited state; S1 – first singlet excited
state; T1 – first triplet excited state; DE(S1–S0) – the energy gap between S1 and S0; DEðS01 � S0Þ – the energy gap after the crosslinking between
S0 and S01; DE(S1–T1) – the energy gap between S1 and T1; DEðS01 � T0

1Þ – the energy gap after crosslinking between S01 and T0
1]. Reprinted with

permission from ref. 325, Copyright 2022, Springer Nature.
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splitting of energy levels and shiing of the emission wave-
length to the red region, Fig. 6(b).325

4.1.6. Core–shell synergistic effect. The core–shell syner-
gistic effect of CNMs is a combined effect due to the formation
of a coordination bond of core–shell with an external additive.
This effect is caused by the generation of a metal-carbonyl p-
bond via the donation of a pair of electrons from a lled d-
orbital of a metal ion into the vacant antibonding p-orbital of
carbonyl groups present on the surface of the core–shell of
CNMs.326–328 The core–shell type carbon nanomaterials are
a class of biphasic materials that have an inner core compact
formation along with an outer shell made of different materials.
When an additive molecule is added to FCNMs, a core–shell
structure is achieved, which enhances optical properties
synergistically. The addition of a new molecule to the surface of
FCNMs introduces new energy levels, which activate the elec-
tronic transitions accordingly. The radiative and non-radiative
transitions occur by narrowing the energy distance between
the HOMU and LUMO, which enables the red shi of the
emission.329–331 Wu et al. reported the enhancement of the
chemodynamic and photoluminescence behaviour of FeO4

coordinated red carbon dots through the core–shell synergistic
effect. The team showed that the embedding of an Fe-catalytic
shell increases the emission wavelength by synergistic
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
shielding and rigidifying effects. They explored carbon dots as
a smart nanocatalytic medicine and efficient chemodynamic
therapeutic agent.332 Li et al. proposed that an enhancement in
the uorescent intensity of carbon dots was observed when
silver doped silica nanomaterials interacted with the carbon
dots by electrostatic interaction.333 Lin et al. demonstrated
a synergistic effect for increasing the uorescence sensing effect
of silica coated carbon dots. They applied the carbon dots for
the detection of extracellular Cu2+ ions in the trat brain.334

5. Multifunctional applications

Because of the very high wavelength, penetration depth,
biodegradability, absorption and photobleaching resistance
properties of red emissive CNMs, they are used in biomedical
applications, energy-related applications and many other valu-
able applications. The features and properties of carbon nano-
materials have been modied using a variety of surface and
conjugation approaches.

5.1. Theranostics

It is a biomedical application process. The word “Theranostics”
represents diagnosis and therapy at the nanoscale level or
molecular level. This process involves simultaneously one
Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 5717–5765 | 5729
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radiological medicine to detect and another radiological
medicine to provide therapy treatment to both the primary and
spreading tumours diagnostically.335 Theranostic techniques
connect specialized therapeutic material delivery with imaging
using one of the non-invasive imaging tools based on various
biophysical and biological principles.336 Nanomaterials as
a nanomedicine are used as theranostic agents to target the
diseased affected area for diagnosis and then emerged for the
delivery of therapy as needed. Therapy is none other than the
delivery of nanomedicine for treatment to relieve or heal
a disease or disorder. So, theranostic agents are used for the
primary check-up of the problems and controlled release of
nanomedicine with efficiency.337,338 FCNMs emerged as thera-
nostic agents due to their easy synthesis method, low cytotox-
icity, easy surface functionalization, low photobleaching, and
high penetration.339

5.1.1. Bioimaging. Bio-imaging using uorescence probes
ought to be low toxic and low photodamaging, and have high
quantum yield and IR-region absorption and emission. Red
emitting CNMs have been booming continuously in recent
times as a contrast agent for bioimaging applications of living
organisms due to their low cytotoxicity, minimal photodamage
and deep tissue penetration depth.340,341

5.1.1.1. One photon uorescence bioimaging. One-photon
uorescence bioimaging is a very crucial method in the eld
Fig. 7 Representation of red carbon dot assisted single photon fluoresce
after being injected with red carbon dots at different time intervals. Repr
mortem photograph of red carbon dot embedded mice with various c
excitation; (c) the red carbon dot injected porcine ocular globes under v
2018, American Chemical Society; (d) confocal fluorescence images of th
various excitation; (e) confocal fluorescence images of three different
excitation. Reprinted with permission from ref. 347, Copyright 2019, Spr
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of bioimaging. When a laser beam of a particular wavelength is
incident on a uorophore, it excites the electrons present in the
valence band, which go to a higher energy level. These excited
electrons become unstable and stay for a certain time in the
excited state. Later they return to the ground state by radiating
some amount of energy in the form of photons following the
emission of light. The whole process of excitation utilizes only
one photon of light. Generally, one-photon uorescence bio-
imaging uses near infrared or infrared light due to its longer
penetration power.342,343 Red emitting CNMs are very suitable
for one photon uorescence bioimaging as they have the
absorption and emission wavelength in the red region.344,345

Karakoçak et al. reported deep red uorescent nitrogen-doped
carbon dots via a microwave pyrolysis method. These red
carbon dots are applied in the bioimaging of whole mouse and
porcine ocular globes. Two different types of imaging including
post-mortem and ex vivo imaging were performed aer being
embedded with the red carbon dots. The uorescence image of
red carbon dot injected porcine ocular globes was captured at
650 nm excitation wavelength and 700 nm emission wavelength
at several time intervals, Fig. 7(c). The post-mortem of red
carbon dot injected mice was performed under 550 nm and
660 nm excitation wavelengths, Fig. 7(b).309 Su et al. developed
antibacterial uorescent curcumin carbon quantum dots that
exhibit orange-red to infrared uorescence. The curcumin
nce bioimaging: (a) in vivo fluorescence images of tumor-bearing mice
inted with permission from ref. 317, Copyright 2017, Elsevier; (b) post-
oncentrations of red carbon dots and a control one, under 550 nm
arious conditions. Reprinted with permission from ref. 309, Copyright
ree different types of red carbon dot embedded zebrafish larvae under
types of red carbon dot embedded living HeLa cells under various
inger.
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carbon quantum dots were used in the bioimaging of bacteria
cells.346 Yang et al. synthesized uorine-embedded red uores-
cent carbon dots from urea and sodium uoride mixed citric
acid via a microwave synthesis method for both vitro and in vivo
bioimaging. The developed red carbon dots were injected into
a tumor-bearing mouse for in vivo bioimaging. An intense
uorescence image of the tumour-bearing mouse was observed
at different time intervals, Fig. 7(a).317 Huo et al. generated three
red uorescent carbon dots through a hydrothermal method
using two isomers 1,5-diaminonaphthalene and 1,8-dia-
minonaphthalene with ethanol acetone and water. The gener-
ated carbon dots have strong red uorescence and exhibited up
conversion uorescence nature. The red carbon dots are
employed in multiple applications including in vivo and in vitro
bioimaging, light activation and microarray detection. Confocal
uorescence images of three different types of red carbon dot
embedded zebrash larvae and HeLa cells under various exci-
tation were captured for further diagnosis, Fig. 7(d) and (e).347

Liu et al. demonstrated a red uorescent carbon dot superoxide
dismutase nano-enzyme for in vivo bioimaging of lung injury.348

Wang et al. produced photostable red emissive carbon dots
through a microwave heating and polyetherimide-assisted
surface-modication method for cell uorescence imaging.88

Ge et al. synthesized bright red uorescence carbon dots from
polythiophene benzoic acid for both therapeutic and imaging
applications.349 Jiang et al. reported water soluble red emitting
carbon dots using neutral red and levooxacin as precursors via
the de novo design andmicrowave assisted synthesis method for
the visualization of RNA dynamics and exploring phase-
separation behaviour in living cells.350 Liu et al. developed
a red carbon dot superoxide dismutase nanoenzyme, which was
effectively used as a protector of living cells from oxidative
damage via gathering the reactive oxygen species and reducing
the levels of pro-inammatory factors. The carbon dots were
also explored for the bioimaging of tissues for the tracking of
the heart, liver, spleen, lung, and kidney.351

5.1.1.2. Two-photon uorescence bioimaging. Two-photon
uorescence bioimaging is one of the most emergent discov-
eries in modern technologies. This technology involves a non-
invasive investigation of a biological object with three-
dimensional, bright contrasted and sub-micrometer depth
resolution images of the object. In this technique, uorophores
are excited by two photons following the simultaneous
absorption of the two photons by the uorophores. When the
photon energy is at least half the band gap energy, the two-
photon absorption occurs normally. The two-photon uores-
cence bioimaging has higher resolution and specicity than
one-photon uorescence bioimaging because the laser beam
does not excite the sample area outside the focus center as
a result of the quadratic dependence of two-photon absorption
on laser power, thereby protecting the nearby health tissue.352

The visualization of the living tissue at a very long depth with
a long observation time is possible by two-photon uorescence
bioimaging. Red emissive FCNMs can be developed by exciting
uorophores in red to near-infrared regions. Red-emissive two-
photon CNMs are a great choice for utilization in theragnostics
i.e., therapeutic and diagnostic applications due to their
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
biocompatible, less overlapping with biological auto-
uorescence, extremely low photobleaching, prolonged photo-
stability, low photodamage to tissues, and depth penetration.353

Pan et al. synthesized hydrophilic biocompatible near-infrared
carbon dots, which showed two-photon uorescence proper-
ties. These properties of red carbon dots are used for the deep-
tissue two-photon bioimaging of living cells.189 Zhang et al.
produced pure red uorescent carbon dots from formic acid
mixed urea and citric acid blending. The as-developed carbon
dots were applied in the in vivo tumour imaging and two-photon
uorescence imaging of the blood vessels in mouse ears. Green
colour and red colour signals were detected from themouse ear.
Clear detection of the mouse ear vessel aer the injection of the
red carbon dots was observed in the two photon uorescence
images, Fig. 8(f).354 Feng et al. created near-infrared graphene
quantum dots that have two-photon uorescence properties
with an emission wavelength of 660 nm upon the excitation of
810 nm femtosecond pulses. The carbon dots were applied in
two-photon nanoprobe identication and uorescence imaging
of ascorbic acid.355 Kuo et al. generated nitrogen-embedded
graphene quantum dots which possess excitation indepen-
dent two-photon uorescence emission varying from ultraviolet
(UV) to infrared (IR). The materials were employed as a two-
photon contrast agent in cellular imaging.356 Liu et al. fabri-
cated highly biocompatible and quantum-yielded carbon
quantum dot materials by choosing a conjugated amine
precursor. The materials were used in both one-photon and
two-photon bio-imaging. The as-synthesized carbon dots
showed a highly intense uorescence colour with a sharp
absorbance peak at 592 nm. The uorescence emission peak
was seen at 615 nm wavelength with a quantum yield of 80.77%,
Fig. 8(a). The multiphoton uorescence characteristics of the
red carbon dots were examined with various tests. The excita-
tion peaks of the carbon dots was apperaed at 1060 nm and
1100 nm respectively, aer the laser irradiation. Both peaks
conrmed that the red carbon dots could be used for near-
infrared light-assisted multiphoton bioimaging, Fig. 8(b). The
intensity of multiphoton emission spectra enhanced with
gradually rising laser power, Fig. 8(e). The plotted graph of
uorescence intensity as a function of laser power was found to
be linear, Fig. 8(d). A HeLa cell embedded with red carbon dots
was examined under 1100 nm near-infrared laser excitation and
the images of both confocal and two-photon imaging were
captured, Fig. 8(c). It was observed that the two-photon excita-
tion exhibited higher depth penetration as compared to the
single photon. A zebrash larva was coated with red carbon dots
and the images under two-photon excitation were captured. A
penetration depth of nearly about ve hundred micrometres
was attained. The whole outline of the larva was imagined in
three-dimensional mode. In contrast only the near side larva
was captured, in confocal single photon excitation images. So, it
was easily concluded that the two photon imaging showed the
clear, depth and three dimensional images of the object,
Fig. 8(g).357

5.1.1.3. Photoacoustic bioimaging. Photoacoustic imaging is
a hybrid imaging technique developed based on the principle of
the photoacoustic effect . It is a non-invasive imaging technique
Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 5717–5765 | 5731



Fig. 8 Schematic representation of red carbon dot assisted two-photon bioimaging: (a) the fluorescence spectra and the UV-visible absorbance
spectra of red carbon dots; (b) multiphoton excitation spectrum of the red carbon dots; (c) the two-photon and confocal imaging of HeLa cell
tumour embedded with red carbon dots under different magnification; (d) the quadratic relationship between the multi-photon fluorescence
intensity and excitation intensity after laser irradiation; (e) the multiphoton emission spectrum of red carbon dots under various excitation power.
Reprinted with permission from ref. 357, Copyright 2019, Royal Society of Chemistry; (f) two photon fluorescence images of the blood vessel of
amouse ear before and after injection of the red carbon dots. The dashed line shows the partial enlargement. Reprintedwith permission from ref.
354, Copyright 2022, Springer Nature; (g) the analysis of confocal and two-photon imaging of red carbon dot embedded zebrafish larvae.
Reprinted with permission from ref. 357, Copyright 2019, Royal Society of Chemistry.
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consisting of both optical and ultrasound imaging techniques
called photoacoustic imaging.358–360 The photoacoustic effect is
a phenomenon whereby light energy absorbers in tissues are
treated with a non-ionizing pulsed laser beam in the near-
infrared range for a nanosecond time-range. Some of the light
energy of the laser beam is transformed to heat that prompts
a quick expansion of thermoelastic materials followed by the
generation of an ultrasonic wave. The produced waves are
detected by an ultrasonic sensor presented on the surface of the
object being imaged. It is time-saving, non-intrusive and safe.
Hence it is suitable for kids. Like uorescence imaging, pho-
toacoustic imaging also has sensitive light absorption and can
produce high-contrast images (with a few centimeters of depth)
in the areas of biological tissues.361–364 Ge et al. produced broad
absorption red uorescent carbon dots from polythiophene
phenyl propionic acid. The red carbon dots showed photo-
acoustic phenomena and high photothermal conversion effi-
ciency characteristics when treated with a laser. The
characteristics of red carbon dots were utilized in photoacoustic
imaging and cancer therapy.365 Parvin et al. reported phos-
phorus and nitrogen co-doped red emissive higher quantum
yielded carbon dots from citric acid via a simple hydrothermal
treatment for utilization in the photoacoustic imaging of living
tissue. The excitation-dependent uorescent emission of the as-
5732 | Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 5717–5765
synthesized red carbon dots was observed in this case. Fluo-
rescence images were captured under various excitation wave-
lengths of 455 nm, 523 nm, 595 nm and 605 nm, Fig. 9(a). The
response photoacoustic intensity spectrum of the red carbon
dots was recorded under various concentrations of carbon
quantum dots and it was seen that the photoacoustic signal
increased with concentration, Fig. 9(b). Real-time photoacoustic
imaging was performed aer injecting the red carbon dots into
cancer-affected mice. A controlled experiment was also per-
formed along with the rst one. The red carbon dots were
spread all over the body of mice as well as the affected tumour
area. Their photoacoustic images were captured. Aer six hours
the red carbon dots were concentrated in the tumour-affected
area, Fig. 9(c). Aer one day other organs including the liver,
heart, lung, kidneys, spleen and tumour were also recorded. The
liver and tumour of the mice exhibited maximum uorescence
whereas the others showed very low uorescence, Fig. 9(d). The
uorescence of the tumour area increased very fast aer the
injection due to the fast settling down in the area. For better
diagnosis various deposition stages were recorded at various
time intervals, Fig. 9(e).366 Jia et al. developed gold nanorod and
silica-coated carbon dots with excitation wavelengths ranging
from 680–980, which were utilized in both photoacoustic
imaging and photothermal therapy.367 Bao et al. developed
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 9 Photoacoustic imaging of red carbon dots: (a) excitation dependent fluorescence of carbon dots solution; (b) photoacoustic response of
red carbon dots with various concentrations; (c) photoacoustic photograph of the red carbon dots injected mice at various time intervals; (d)
experimental in vivo photographs of the red carbon dots injected liver, spleen, heart, kidney, lung, and tumour of cancer affected mice; (e)
photoacoustic photographs of tumour in mice after being injected with red carbon dots under excitation wavelength at various time intervals.
Reprinted with permission from ref. 366, Copyright 2017, Springer.
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photostable near-infrared emissive sulphur and nitrogen-
embedded carbon dots that showed good theranostic poten-
tial for use in photoacoustic imaging.368 Xu et al. demonstrated
cobalt oxyhydroxide-coated red uorescent carbon dots for the
photoacoustic and uorescence probe for the sensitive and
selective identication of ascorbic acid. This result inuenced
researchers to develop oxyhydroxide-based photoacoustic
probes.369

5.1.2. Therapy. Therapy is intended to both treat and
prevent a particular disease. This process helps to heal or
restore the health of a living being. Medicines are used to
specically target the proteins and genes that support the
growth and survival of cancer cells to control and prevent
growth.

5.1.2.1. Photothermal therapy. As the name suggests “Pho-
tothermal Therapy” involves “photo” which means light and
“thermal” which means heat. This process is one of the types of
therapeutic models for cancer treatment through a photo-
thermal agent that transformed the nonradiative absorbed light
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
to heat energy in the location area. It has reduced side effects
unlike traditional chemotherapy.370,371 Permatasari et al. re-
ported red-shied pyrrolic nitrogen-rich carbon dots via
microwave-assisted hydrothermal synthesis. The red carbon
dots showed photothermal effects with high near-infrared
photothermal efficiency and high uorescence characteristics.
These characteristics are used in photothermal cancer
therapy.372 Scialabba et al. prepared red uorescent biotin-
coated carbon dots as nano-heaters to convert near-infrared
light into heat for the photothermal therapy of the cancer
cell.373 Lan et al. developed sulphur and selenium-embedded
carbon dots with excitation independent near-infrared emis-
sion. The as-developed carbon dots possess high photothermal
conversion efficiency that is employed in the photothermal
therapy of cancer cells with the assistance of uorescence
imaging. The team injected the red carbon dots into cancer-
affected mice to investigate the photothermal effect of the red
carbon dots. The tumour of the mice illuminated strong uo-
rescence under 560 nm laser excitation, Fig. 10(a) right. A
Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 5717–5765 | 5733
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controlled experiment was also performed to observe the
difference aer being injected with the red carbon dots and
excited under normal light, Fig. 10(a) le. A full-body inferred
thermal image was captured aer being injected with red
carbon dots and saline in the cancer-affected mice. The red
carbon dot injected mice showed a large temperature increase
under laser illumination in comparison with saline, which
caused a low-temperature increase, Fig. 10(b). The irradiated
area temperature as a function of irradiation time was noted.
The surface temperature of the tumour of red carbon dots
injected mice increased very fast to 52 °C while the surface
temperature of the saline-injected mice increased by only 5–6 °
C, six minutes aer the laser irradiation, Fig. 10(c). The matu-
ration of tumour volume as a function of post-day treatment
was recorded for the red carbon dots with light, only red carbon
dots, only light and only saline, Fig. 10(d). It was observed that
the cancer-affected HeLa cells glowed under the excitation of
488 nm and 880 nm wavelengths, Fig. 10(e) and (f). Cell death
was seen aer producing various blebs, caused by the photo-
thermal effect of the red carbon dots aer excitation, Fig. 10(g)
and (h).374 Weng et al. produced a nano-vehicle with a red
emissive carbon dot induced indocyanine green and ultrathin
layered double hydroxide mixture. The mixed materials exhibit
great uorescence, photoacoustic, two-photon bioimaging and
effective photothermal properties. These properties are
employed in multifunctional applications including
Fig. 10 Representation of the red carbon dot assisted photothermal the
carbon dot injected mice; (b) infrared thermal images of tumour bearin
temperature changes as a function of time of the tumour bearing mice
a function of post-day treatment with the red carbon dots; (e) confoc
injection of red carbon dots under 488 nm excitation; (f) confocal fluores
of red carbon dots under 880 nm excitation; (g) transmission images of th
illumination; (h) transmission images of the cancer affected cell after the
Reprinted with permission from ref. 374, Copyright 2017, Springer.
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photothermal therapy.375 Hou et al. proposed gold-doped
carbon dot nanoowers with strong red emission under
750 nm laser irritation for novel photothermal cancer
therapy.376

5.1.2.2. Photodynamic therapy. Photodynamic therapy,
a two-stage procedure, uses a photosensitizer medicine to kill
malignant and precancerous cells aer light activation of the
medicine. Until light activation, the photosensitizer medicine is
non-toxic. The photosensitizer turns poisonous to the malig-
nant and the precancerous cell aer being activated by light
energy. A certain wavelength of light radiation, typically from
a laser source, activates the photosensitizer medicine.377–379

Photodynamic therapy has the potential to activate the immune
system, offering the human body an additional tool to assist the
elimination of malignant and precancerous cells. Several
diseases, including skin malignancies, brain malignancies,
lung malignancies, bile duct malignancies, bladder malignan-
cies, pancreatic malignancies, oesophagus malignancies, head-
neck malignancies, and macular degeneration are caused by
aging, skin acne, and skin disease psoriasis. These diseases are
treated with photodynamic therapy using various types of
photosensitizer. The bacterial and fungal infectional disorders
are also treated with photodynamic therapy using
photosensitizer.380–383 Zhao et al. proposed biocompatible
nitrogen and phosphorus co-embedded red uorescent carbon
dots that empower the ability of 1O2 production and utilized
rapy: (a) white light image (left) and fluorescence image (right) of red
g mice after injection of saline and red carbon dots, respectively; (c)
under 880 nm laser irradiation; (d) changes in the tumour volumes as
al fluorescent microscopy images of a cancer affected cell after the
cence microscopy images of the cancer affected cell after the injection
e cancer affected cell after the injection of red carbon dots before laser
injection of red carbon dots three minutes after the laser illumination.
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them as a photosensitizer in the photodynamic therapy of lung
cancer cells.384 Yi et al. developed nitrogen embedded two
photon carbon dots with red emission that offers the generation
of reactive singlet oxygen (ROS). The produce ROS helps in the
photodynamic treatment of the nucleus to identify dynamic
changes.385 Xu et al. fabricated photostable, biocompatible and
singlet oxygen yielded red uorescent carbon dots as a photo-
dynamic therapeutic agent for lung cancer cells and apoptotic
cells.386 Liu et al. reported photostable antibacterial red emis-
sive carbon dots for photodynamic therapy of Gram-negative
Acinetobacter baumannii. The as-synthesized red carbon dots
enter into the bacteria cell very rapidly and kill it successfully.
The red carbon dots produced reactive oxygen species under the
light illumination of 590 nm. The reactive oxygen quickens the
killing of multi-drug resistance Acinetobacter baumannii
bacteria, Fig. 11(a).387 Ge et al. demonstrated the photodynamic
therapy of red uorescent graphene quantum dots in a breast
cancer cell transplanted female mice model via a multistep
photosensitization process followed by the generation of singlet
oxygen. They synthesized the graphene quantum dots through
a single step hydrothermal method of polythiophene deriva-
tives. As a photodynamic agent, other sensitizers took part in
the production of 1O2 via electronic transition from excited
triplet state (T1) to ground state (G), Fig. 11(b) le. The energy
gap between the rst singlet excited state (S1) and the rst triplet
excited state (T1) of graphene quantum dots is larger than the
formation energy of 1O2 . The energy gap between the rst
Fig. 11 Representation of red carbon dot assisted photodynamic therap
netobacter baumannii bacteria using photoexcitation. Reprinted with pe
photodynamic treatment agent red graphene quantum dots under light
Springer Nature; (c) graphical representation of the light-assisted water sp
permission from ref. 390, Copyright 2016, American Chemical Society;
ninth, seventeenth and twenty-fifth days. Reprinted with permission from
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triplet excited state (T1) and the ground state (G) of the graphene
quantum dots is also larger than the formation energy of 1O2. As
a result, the production of 1O2 followed two paths. First, the
electronic transition from the rst triplet excited state (T1) and
second, the electronic transition from rst singlet excited state
(S1) to ground state (G) via a intersytem crossing. Consequently,
it was possible to attain a total 1O2 quantum yield greater than
1, Fig. 11(b) right. For photodynamic therapy, a breast cancer
affected mice model was examined under different treatments
on the rst, ninth, seventeenth and twenty h days. In the case
of photothermal therapy, the tumour initially turned black and
decomposed, which reduced the size of the tumour. Aer nine
days, it started to decompose and then uprooted aer seventeen
days. One week later, it le dark marks, where they originally
were before peeling off. Aer y days of the photodynamic
therapy, no sign of tumour progression was seen. Tumor
progression was compared using different types of photo-
dyanamic therapy (PDT: GQDs+light irradiation; C1: GQDs only;
C2: light irradiation only), Fig. 11(d).388 Zhao et al. developed
nitrogen and sulfur-embedded red emissive carbon dots to
penetrate tumor cells as an effective photosensitizer for image-
guided photodynamic therapy.389 Zheng et al. synthesized red
carbon dot doped carbon nitride for increasing the water-
splitting ability to produce reactive oxygen. Water splitting by
the carbon nitride helps in the photodynamic therapy of tumor
cells. When the carbon dot doped carbon nitride nanoparticles
were applied, they entered the cancer tissues and had an impact
y: (a) red carbon dots for the diagnosis of multi-drug resistance Aci-
rmission from ref. 387, Copyright 2022, Springer; (b) mechanism of the
sensitization. Reprinted with permission from ref. 388, Copyright 2014,
litting photodynamic therapy with several mechanisms. Reprinted with
(d) in vivo imaging of the mice under different treatments on the first,

ref. 388, Copyright 2014, Springer Nature.
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on the permeability and retention of those tissues. A laser with
a 630 nmwavelength was used in the hybrid carbon nanosystem
to split water and produce oxygen. Singlet oxygen was produced
from this oxygen for cancer diagnosis under laser irradiation
and this produced reactive oxygen species helps to treat the
cancer cells, Fig. 11(c).390 Yang et al. fabricated red uorescent
carbon dots using citric acid and tea polyphenol as precursors
via a formamide assisted solvothermal method. The team
explored the excellent antitumour properties of the carbon dots
as a photosensitizer via the photodynamic therapy of a breast
cancer cell affected mouse model.391 Cai et al. reported red
carbon dots from metformin and methylene blue for the
development of light controlled nitric oxide generation and the
liposome targeted photodynamic therapy of cancer cells
efficiently.392

5.1.2.3. Synergistic therapy. Synergistic therapy, an efficient
new way of anticancer therapy, involves a higher collective effect
of two or more medications which is larger than the total effect
of the individual medicine. Basically, the new synergistic
therapy is developed by combining the benecial properties of
photothermal and photodynamic therapy.393,394 Red FCNMs can
be successfully employed to produce synergetic therapy treat-
ment that contains both the photothermal and photodynamic
Fig. 12 Representation of the synergistic therapy: (a) chlorin-e6 doped
photodynamic and photothermal therapy. Reprinted with permission
synergistic bimodal photodynamic and photothermal therapy of cancer
sulphur and nitrogen co-doped two-photon emissive red carbon dots fo
from ref. 395, Copyright 2021, American Chemical Society; (d) copper d
bioimaging assisted synergistic therapy of cancer affected cells. Reprinte
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effects.25 Bai et al. fabricated sulphur and nitrogen co-doped
two-photon emissive red carbon dots for uorescence
imaging-assisted synergistic photodynamic therapy and pho-
tothermal therapy of tumour cells. The as-synthesized carbon
dots have a 27% efficiency rate of singlet oxygen production and
34.4% photothermal conversion efficiency. The doping of
sulphur and nitrogen helped to increase the synergistic therapy
in this model, Fig. 12(c).395 Shinde et al. reported biocompatible
and stable lipid-coated red uorescent carbon dots derived
from Clitoria ternatea leaves for red uorescence imaging of
zebrash embryos and synergistic therapy of breast cancer
cells.396 Jia et al. synthesized hydrophilic red uorescent carbon
dots as a photo-synergistic agent from Hypocrella bambusae for
bimodal uorescence imaging-guided synergistic photody-
namic and photothermal therapy in cancer cells. It was
observed that these as-synthesized carbon dots could effectively
produce 1O2 species and hyperthermia for bimodal synergistic
photothermal and photodynamic therapy of cancer, in contrast
to single photodynamic therapy, Fig. 12(b).397 Sun et al.
demonstrated photosensitizer chlorin e6 doped amino-rich red
uorescent carbon dots for photoacoustic image guided and
near infrared laser excited synergistic therapy of cancer cells.398

Song et al. developed red light-emitting carbon dots and latterly
red fluorescent carbon dot-based hybrid nanoplatform for synergistic
from ref. 399, Copyright 2023, Elsevier; (b) red carbon dots for the
. Reprinted with permission from ref. 397, Copyright 2018, Elsevier; (c)
r the synergistic therapy of the tumour cell. Reprinted with permission
oped and cocamidopropyl betaine conjugated red carbon dots for the
d with permission from ref. 400, Copyright 2021, Elsevier.
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photosensitizer chlorin-e6 embedded with the red carbon dots
through an amide reaction. As a result, they reduced photo-
toxicity and photodynamic and photothermal therapy could be
achieved under a single laser excitation. These chlorin-e6
embedded carbon dots are utilized in uorescence image-
guided tumour treatment and synergistic therapy for tumour
cells, Fig. 12(a).399 Chu et al. produced copper-doped antibac-
terial red carbon dots for a uorescence imaging-assisted triple
synergistic disinfection effect induced by a near-infrared light
source. The carbon dots were embedded with cocamidopropyl
betaine, a quaternary ammonium complex for the synergistic
antibacterial effect with the help of reactive oxygen species at
a low concentration and temperature under 808 nm laser irra-
diation, Fig. 12(d).400

5.1.2.4. Sonodynamic therapy. The name suggests that it
involves sound. Sonodynamic therapy is an ultrasound-assisted
therapeutic approach. The activation process using non-toxic
sonosensitizers in the presence of molecular oxygen produced
an excessive amount of reactive oxygen to destroy cancer-
affected cells.401,402 It is similar to photodynamic therapy but
employs ultrasound stimulation as the stimulus rather than
light. This therapy penetrates affected tissues more deeply, in
contrast to photodynamic therapy.403,404 The combination of
photodynamic therapy and sonodynamic therapy is known as
sono-photodynamic therapy and oen involves both illumi-
nated photon and ultrasound wave sensitizers. As a result, these
types of therapy exhibit deeper penetrating power.405,406 Ju et al.
reported deep red emissive hydrophilic graphene quantum dots
as a sensitizer for generating reactive oxygen molecules by
Fig. 13 (a) The representation of mechanism and design of sonodynamic
the comparison of reactive oxygen species generation using red graphen
(c) the comparison of lysosome removal with (top) and without (bottom)
species generation using red graphene quantum dots sensitizer vs other
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ultrasound activation. The ultrasonic-assisted reactive oxygen
stimulation potential of red graphene quantum dots was
examined by using 2,7-dichlorodihydrouorescein diacetate. It
was observed that compared to other sensitizers, the red gra-
phene quantum dots help in the high-level generation of reac-
tive oxygen species which helps in cancer therapy, Fig. 13(d).
Aer six hours, superior production of reactive oxygen species
was observed with ultrasonic assistance (green colour),
Fig. 13(b). In contrast, the production of reactive oxygen species
was not seen in the case of ultrasonic assistance, Fig. 13(b). The
damage of lysosomes and their removal through the production
of reactive oxygen species were seen with ultrasonic treatment.
The lysosome removal was compared with and without ultra-
sonic assistance, Fig. 13(c).407 Geng et al. demonstrated near
infrared phosphorescent carbon dots as a sonosensitizer with
a narrow band gap and long-life triplet excited state. These
properties help in sonodynamic tumour therapy under low-
intensity ultrasound sound activation. The carbon dots
produced ingenious p-type and n-type junctions and a narrow
band to increase the charge separation dynamics with near-
infrared absorption and emission. This specic electron with-
drawing and electron donating electronic state enriches the low
energy carrier excitation and highly efficient charge separation
of the carbon dots. The p-type and n-type junctions enable
effective high 1O2 generation under ultrasonic irradiation via
a three-step mechanism. In the rst step, highly efficient p–n
junction-mediated inhibition of e−–h+ pair recombination took
place, followed by sustained triplet state-mediated 1O2 genera-
tion in the second step. The third step involved employing
therapy for cancer cells using the infrared-excited red carbon dots; (b)
e quantum dots with (top) and without (bottom) ultrasonic assistance;
ultrasonic assistance (d) the comparison bar digram of reactive oxygen
sensitizers.
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overemphasized glutathione as a hole sacricial agent to reduce
glutathione levels which was oxidized to glutathione disulde.
The developed carbon dot-based near-infrared bioimaging
assisted sonodynamic therapy targeted cancer-affected cells,
Fig. 13(a).408 Wei et al. proposed titanium dioxide and silica-
assisted carbon dots exhibited outstanding photothermal
effects and photodynamic properties for sonodynamic therapy.
These carbon dots played a key role in the diagnosis of carci-
nogenic tumor effectively.409

5.1.3. Drug delivery. Drug delivery is an important tech-
nique or approach to accomplish a medicine's therapeutic
impact on a human or animal. The effectiveness of a medicine
is signicantly impacted by the choice of the drug delivery
technique.410,411 Nanomaterial-based drug delivery systems
show the most potential since they can get around issues
including instability, tailored delivery, biotransformation, and
poor bioavailability.412 The drug delivery model also improved
therapeutic efficiency and the solubility of medicines, pro-
longed the tumor retention time and minimized the side
effects.413 Su et al. developed a red uorescent carbon dot-
modied anticancer medicine delivery system for the removal
of cancer effectively. These as-synthesized red carbon dots can
penetrate cancer stem cells as well as nuclei of cancer cells.414

Ren et al. synthesized red emissive carbon dots as a nanocarrier
from thiophene phenyl propionic acid polymers for the delivery
of coptisine in the cancer cell. The in vitro drug delivery of
coptisine aer being loaded into the red carbon dots was
examined in a phosphate-buffered saline solution at pH 7.4 and
Fig. 14 (a) Graphical representation of red FCNMs as a nanocarrier for d
cell viability of different types of cells including 4T1 (blue), MCF-7 (gree
infected mice after being injected with the red emissive hollow silica nano
loaded carbon dots and biodistribution of the red carbon dots and doxor
permission from ref. 416, Copyright 2021, Springer; (d) the illustration of t
cancer with several advantages including sustained drug release, improv
from ref. 415, Copyright 2021, Wiley-VCH GmbH.
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37 °C temperature. A control solution was prepared aer dis-
solving coptisine in methanol at the same concentration as
carbon dot-loaded coptisine. The graph of accumulated drug
release as a function of time in hours clearly showed that the
control solution released the drug fast in comparison to the
coptisine loaded carbon dots aer four hours, indicating sus-
tained drug release. The cytotoxicity of both the control and the
coptisine loaded carbon dots was also investigated. Coptisine
exhibits increased antitumor efficacy in contrast to the control
solution with different concentrations. Several organs of mice
were also investigated using uorescence images aer one day
of injection of the control solution and the coptisine loaded
carbon dots, Fig. 14(d).415 Chen et al. produced near-infrared
emitting carbon dots and embedded them with hollow meso-
porous silica nanoparticles through disulphide bonds that are
reduced by intracellular glutathione and lead to the delivery of
doxorubicin hydrochloride as a nanocarrier into cells. When the
hollow silica nanoparticle doped disulphide linked and doxo-
rubicin hydrochloride loaded carbon dots were injected in the
tumour region, the citraconic anhydride-modied polylysine
molecule present on the surface of the nanocarrier helped in the
physical adsorption by the cancer cell because of the mildly
acidic nature of the tumour environment. Aer this procedure,
the disulphide bond was broken down, following the quick
delivery of doxorubicin hydrochloride into the cancer cell. As
a result, the uorescence of the carbon dots that was lost due to
conjugation, is restored. The carbon dots acted both as
a nanocarrier of the drug for the therapeutic treatment and as
rug delivery in the tumour cell with the anticancer mechanism; (b) the
n), and HeLa (red) cells; (c) the fluorescence images of breast-cancer
particle doped disulphide linked and doxorubicin hydrochloride (DOX)
ubicin hydrochloride in the mice, as shown on the side. Reprinted with
he red carbon dots as a nanocarrier of coptisine for effective therapy of
ed efficiency and tumour targeted delivery. Reprinted with permission
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a uorescence imaging agent for the uorescence imaging of
the drug metabolism. The carbon dots showed excellent cell
viability, Fig. 14(b). A cancer-affected cell model of mice was
demonstrated in this report. The uorescence image of the
breast-cancer infected mice aer injecting the red emissive
hollow silica nanoparticle doped disulphide linked and doxo-
rubicin hydrochloride loaded carbon dots was captured and
investigated, in Fig. 14(c). The uorescence images of the bio-
distribution of the red carbon dots and doxorubicin hydro-
chloride in the mice were also captured to check the drug
metabolism and for uorescence bioimaging, Fig. 14(a).416 Cong
et al. fabricated red uorescent carbon dots via a hydrothermal
method. These red carbon dots are modied with polyethylene
glycol polymer to deliver doxorubicin hydrochloride through
control release.417
5.2. In vivo and vitro sensing

Fluorogenic sensing is widely utilized for the identication of
biomolecules or metal ions or the pH of the solution because of
its high sensitivity, high selectivity, high specicity, high resis-
tance for light scattering and ease of use. The difference
between the uorescence intensities of the reference and
sample is utilized to determine the sensing target both quali-
tatively and quantitatively when excitation by light energy
occurs.418,419 Themain requirements for a good sensor are target
selectivity, strong response, great stability, very low limit of
detection, and very high sensitivity. Various types of uorogenic
sensors have been reported till now.420,421 Among them, red
FCNMs attract a lot of attention as a sensor in vivo and in vitro
because of their small size, low toxicity, easy-to-surface modi-
cation, excellent stability, tunable behavior, high signal-to-
noise ratio and large penetration depth.422 Mainly are there
three types of sensing including metal ion sensing, organic
molecule sensing and pH sensing.

5.2.1. Metal ion sensing. Although metallic ions are
essential for many chemical and biological processes, their
widespread use is hazardous to the environment and human
health. So, it is essential to identify metal ion contaminants in
water solution.423,424 Gao et al. reported stable low cytotoxic red
carbon dots in both solid and aqueous phases. These red
emissive carbon dots are used for the uorogenic detection of
di-valent platinum, tri-valent gold, and di-valent palladium in
PC12 cells and zebrash.425 Wang et al. synthesized red uo-
rescent carbon dots by the solvothermal treatment of
binaphthyl diamine and citric acid. The red uorescence
properties of the as-synthesized carbon dots are used for the
identication of ferric ions and uoride ions with a good limit
of detection value.197 Li et al. demonstrated the selective and
sensitive detection of aqueous contaminant tri-valent gold ions
using their developed red emissive carbon dots, within two
minutes by both colorimetric and uorometric ways. The red
carbon dots had an emission wavelength of 637 nm at an
excitation wavelength of 520 nm. The detected gold ions can be
recovered via a redox reaction, Fig. 15(b).199 Tan et al. prepared
red uorescent carbon dots via an acid-supported hydrothermal
treatment and used these as-developed red carbon dots for the
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
selective and sensitive sensing of ferric ions.426 Zeng et al.
fabricated red uorescent sulphur doped carbon dots by
thiourea-based hydrothermal treatment for the identication of
toxic di-valent mercury ions and glutathione via a uorometric
titration process.427 Pawar et al. developed nitrogen-doped red
uorescent carbon dots from amixture of nitric acid and amino
benzoic acid for the selective dual detection of tri-valent indium
ions and di-valent palladium ions in water with the help of
uorescence quenching. The selectivity of the red carbon dots
towards indium and palladium ions among sixteen other ions is
represented via a bar diagram plot of the uorescence intensity
as a function of various metal ions, Fig. 15(c). The uorescence
quenching effect was also shown in a graphical plot of uo-
rescence intensity as a function of emission wavelength,
Fig. 15(d). It was seen that the red colour uorescence intensity
decreased with the addition of di-valent palladium ions and the
intensity shied to red when the solution of tri-valent indium
ions was added to the red carbon dot solution, Fig. 15(e). The
presence of the lone pair of electrons of the oxygen atoms at the
surface causes surface oxidation followed by a reduction in the
energy gap. As a result, there was a red shi in the emission.
When di-valent palladium ions were added to the red carbon
dots and excited with UV light, the electrons present in the
LUMO jumped to the vacant d-orbital of the palladium ions and
split the d-orbitals. The binding of oxygen with palladium ion
reduces the lone pair of electrons in the oxygen atom. In
conclusion, the band gap has increased and restricted the
radiative recombination process, followed by the blueshi of
wavelengths or quenching in the intensity. In contrast, when tri-
valent indium ions were added to red carbon dots, complexes
were formed with the oxygen atom. The sharing of lone pair
electrons was stopped due to the lled d-orbital of the tri-valent
indium ions. As a result, the concentration of the lone pair will
increase and create a new energy level, causing reduction of the
band gap followed by red shi and an increase in the intensity
of uorescence, Fig. 15(f).428 Bhati et al. synthesized biocom-
patible red-emitting magnesium and nitrogen co-doped carbon
dots for the selective detection of divalent copper metal ions in
a water medium. The red uorescence is caused by several
factors, including the size, presence of conjugations, and
functional groups containing magnesium, nitrogen, and oxygen
atom. The copper ions formed a complex with oxygen func-
tional groups when di-valent copper was treated with the red
carbon dots, leading to the quenching of uorescence,
Fig. 15(a).429

5.2.2. Organic molecule sensing. Organic molecules are so
harmful and cause several problems including headaches,
irritation of the eyes, nose and throat, nausea and loss of
coordination. They also lead to fatal damage to the human
kidney, liver and nervous system. Human and animal cancers
are also caused by organic dyes. Therefore, it is essential to
sense these hazardous organic molecules in aqueous
medium.430–432 Hu et al. fabricated excitation-dependent dual
emissive red uorescent carbon dots by acid-assisted hydro-
thermal treatment for rapid selective and sensitive identica-
tion of methyl blue, an organic pollutant.433 Chen
et al. conjugated red emissive carbon dots with diethyl
Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 5717–5765 | 5739



Fig. 15 Schematic illustration of metal ion sensing: (a) representation of the fluorescence quenching noted as fluorescence “ON–OFF” as a result
of di-valent copper interactions with red carbon dots, and the fluorescence intensity decreases with increasing concentration of copper ions as
shown in the inset. Reprinted with permission from ref. 429, Copyright 2018, Royal Society of Chemistry; (b) the red fluorescent carbon dots with
an emission wavelength of 637 nm at the excitation of the 520 nm wavelength for the detection of gold in wastewater as a quenching effect in
fluorescence and gold can be recovered via a redox reaction. Reprintedwith permission from ref. 199, Copyright 2022, Elsevier; (c) the bar plot of
the emission intensity changes with various metal ion concentrations at the 460 nm excitation wavelength; (d) the selectivity study of the
emission spectra of red carbon dots; (e) the fluorescence “ON–OFF” images of the trivalent indium mixed carbon dots, red carbon dots and di-
valent palladiummixed carbon dots at the 365 nm excitation wavelength of UV light with visible light images of the trivalent indiummixed carbon
dots, red carbon dots and di-valent palladium mixed carbon dots respectively; (f) the fluorescence and quenching mechanism of red carbon
dots, di-valent palladium mixed red carbon dots and trivalent indium mixed carbon dots, respectively. Reprinted with permission from ref. 428,
Copyright 2020, American Chemical Society.
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phthalate to develop an immunoprobe for the selective and
sensitive detection of diethyl phthalate, which is an environ-
mental endocrine.434 Easy and accurate sequence-specic DNA
sensing is essential not only for biomedical research and clin-
ical molecular illness diagnosis, but also for microbiology, food
safety, and environmental surveillance. Mart́ınez-Periñán et al.
developed neutral red carbon nanodots via an easy microwave-
assisted method within three minutes for the selective and
sensitive uorogenic sensing of specic DNA sequences of
Escherichia coli bacteria. They observed that the increasing
concentration of single-stranded Escherichia coli bacteria in the
red carbon dots solution increased the intensity of uorescence
emission, Fig. 16(a).435 Dai et al. developed green-red emissive
carbon dots through a simple hydrothermal method for selec-
tive and sensitive uorogenic sensing of hazardous synthetic
colour acid red 18 in drinks and candy.436 Zhu et al. fabricated
uniform spherical red uorescent carbon dots obtained from an
inverse microemulsion surface imprinting process for uoro-
genic opto-sensing of Lambda-cyhalothrin, a pyrethroid pesti-
cide. They used red carbon dots and a smartphone to build
a hybrid system. The usage of a smartphone as a signal output
terminal helps in the identication process. First, the as-
5740 | Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 5717–5765
synthesized carbon dots were modied with silica nano-
materials using a reverse microemulsion process to enhance the
specicity for Lambda-cyhalothrin (LC) pesticides with more
recognition sites. The attachment of LC on the surface of red
carbon dots occurred via an extract-rebind mechanism. With
more LC attached to the surface, the concentration of LC
gradually rose. As a result, the uorescence intensity of the red
carbon dots signicantly quenched. A sensitivity study was
performed by using different concentrations of LC shown in the
uorescence plot. An ultraviolet light irradiated light box was
made with a soware integrated smart phone and polymer
plastic to identify the quenching effect by capturing and
comparing the brightness images on the side quickly,
Fig. 16(b).437

5.2.3. pH sensing. Considering the chemical conditions of
a solution, pH is a signicant parameter. The basicity and
acidity of a solution are determined using the pH scale. The pH
can affect how readily available nutrients are, how biological
processes work, how bacteria behave, and how chemicals
behave. Bai et al. developed red uorescent carbon dots via
a solvent-controlled and dependent approach for sensitive
identication of changes in pH followed by color changes. The
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 16 Graphical representation of carbon dots for sensing of organic molecules: (a) the red carbon dots as a fluorescent probe for the
identification of the specific DNA sequence of Escherichia coli bacteria. Reprinted with permission from ref. 435, Copyright 2022, Springer; (b)
red fluorescent carbon dots with a smartphone-based signal output terminal for the identification of Lambda-Cyhalothrin (LC) pesticides in tea.
Reprinted with permission from ref. 437, Copyright 2021, Elsevier.
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red carbon dot solution showed a red colour when the pH was
maintained between 3 and 10 and showed a green colour when
pH was xed at 1–3, Fig. 17(d).438 Zhang et al. reported photo-
stable red-orange uorescent nitrogen and sulphur co-doped
carbon dots with high quantum yield via a solvothermal route
for a sensitive uorogenic response to pH changes in an envi-
ronmental sample and living cells.439 Chen et al. demonstrated
the high photobleaching resistance and biocompatibility of red
uorescent carbon dots for both colorimetric and uorometric
sensitive responses to pH from 4.0 to 8.0 through changing the
colour from red to yellow, mainly originated from the reversible
transformation between the azo and quinone structures of red
carbon dots. The colour change caused by the pH change was
seen in the images. The red carbon dot solutions at pH 4 to 8
under daylight (bottom) and under UV light (top) are shown.
The possible structural model in an acidic and an alkaline
environment is also illustrated in Fig. 17(c).440 Guo et al.
synthesized red carbon dots that have high photostability,
outstanding biocompatibility, and desirable biological pene-
tration. These as-synthesized red carbon dots are applied to the
sensing of pH in living cells by both colorimetric and uoro-
genic methods.441 Ye et al. prepared biocompatible carbon dots
with red emissive two-photon uorescence through a hydro-
thermal treatment for control sensing of the pH of intercellular
living cells. The red emissive carbon dots alternate between the
ON and OFF modes of uorescence due to the disaggregation
and aggregation of their physical state. The uorescence
intensity of pH-assisted carbon dots reduced linearly as the pH
value increased resulting from aggregation caused by the p–p

stacking interaction. The rising concentration of H+ causes the
acidic nature and leads to increase in multiphoton absorption,
followed by two-photon uorescence emission. As a result, two
photon uorescence emission peaks were generated at the
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
690 nm emission wavelength along with the one photon uo-
rescence emission peak at about 640 nm emission wavelength,
when excited by the 573 nm radiation wavelength, Fig. 17(a).442

Huang et al. developed excitation independent red uorescent
carbon dots via a solvothermal method using 2-aminophenol
for a uorogenic sensing response to pH 4 to 13. They showed
that the emission intensity of the red carbon dot can be further
modied by adjusting the concentration of H+ and OH−.
Conclusively, they used the red carbon dots as a “on–off–on”
sensor for the identication of pH, Fig. 17(b).443 Li et al. fabri-
cated biocompatible photostable red emissive carbon dots
using hydrothermal treatment of neutral red and thiourea as
precursors for the sensitive determination of pH.444

5.2.4. Other elds of sensing. There are many other elds
where red emissive FCNMs can act as selective and sensitive
uorogenic sensors. Yu et al. reported red uorescent carbon
dots for the uorometric and colorimetric identication of
nitrite ions in ham and bacon meat products. They rst func-
tionalized the carbon dots with amino groups and then they
used then for selective and sensitive detection of nitrite ions via
the formation of a purple color diazotized salt when NO2

− reacts
with the amino group.445 Wang et al. fabricated solvent-
dependent red-shied carbon dots by enhancing the polarity
of the solvent, for the detection of water in an organic solvent
via an aggregation-induced quenching and solvatochromism
effect.446 Fu et al. developed nitrogen and zinc co-doped red
uorescent carbon dots for selective and reversible identica-
tion of peroxy nitrite ions, an endogenous toxicant in living cells
via a redox reversible process.196 Liu et al. demonstrated water-
soluble red uorescent carbon dots through an oxidative poly-
merization process for the uorogenic detection of different
sulfur-containing molecules.447 Chen et al. developed biocom-
patible red emissive carbon dots via solvothermal pyrolysis for
Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 5717–5765 | 5741



Fig. 17 Schematic representation of pH sensing of red carbon dots: (a) red carbon dots for two-photon pH imaging with pH-dependent
fluorescence emission spectra at 573 nm excitation in the inset. Reprinted with permission from ref. 442, Copyright 2019, WILEY-VCH Verlag
GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim; (b) the red carbon dot based “on–off–on” sensing of pH with increasing concentration of H+ (acidic) and OH−

(basic). Reprinted with permission from ref. 443, Copyright 2019, Elsevier; (c) red carbon dots for colorimetric and fluorogenic sensing of pHwith
structural colour change from red to yellow, when changing the pH from 4 to 8. Reprinted with permission from ref. 440, Copyright 2020, Royal
Society of Chemistry; (d) the pH colour change of red carbon dots to green at pH 1–2 and red at pH 3–10. Reprinted with permission from ref.
438, Copyright 2019, Royal Society of Chemistry.
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selective sensing of ziram, a fungicide and di-valent mercury ion
via a buffer solution.448 Li et al. developed hydrothermal
treatment-derived red emitting carbon dots as dual-mode
carbon dots for the colorimetric and uorometric on–off–on
sensing of hypochlorite and glutathione, which causes oxidative
stress and its related diseases. A buffer solution of carbon dots
was prepared by adding the carbon dot solution with buffer
solution to get dual mode carbon dots. The identication of
hypochlorite using both colorimetric and uorometric was
carried out aer adding various concentrations of the hypo-
chlorite solution to the dual mode red-emitting carbon dots.
Then the addition uorescence emission spectra were recorded.
The same procedure was followed for the detection of gluta-
thione. Aer preparation the carbon dots emitted red colour
emission, when they were excited. But aer the addition of
hypochlorite, the colour was quenched and recovered again
aer the addition of glutathione as a reducing substance. So, it
can be called an “on–off–on” switchable sensor. Furthermore,
the exogenous and endogenous detection of hypochlorite and
glutathione in living cells was carried out by incorporating the
red carbon dots with various cells and capturing the uores-
cence images, Fig. 18(a).195 Zhao et al. synthesized pH-
dependent red uorescent nitrogen phosphorus co-doped
carbon dots by hydrothermal treatment of o-phenylenedi-
amine and phosphoric acid, for the selective and sensitive
detection of malachite green, a toxic chemical found in the sh
5742 | Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 5717–5765
and water environment. Selectivity measurement of malachite
green was performed by examining the red carbon dots with
different interfering chemicals including dyes, anions, and
metal ions. It was observed that malachite green was selectively
sensed by the carbon dots. Later for a sensitivity study, different
concentrations of malachite green solutions were rst mixed
with red carbon dots. Then uorescence emission spectra were
recorded at the 611 nm excitation wavelength. It was seen that
the uorescence carbon dots mixed with malachite green
solution were quenched, Fig. 18(b).449
5.3. Energy

5.3.1. Light emitting diodes. Light-emitting diodes (LEDs)
are solid-state lighting sources consisting of a semiconductor
chip or a device that is placed on a reecting surface. They
generate light when electricity passes through them. LEDs are
used in diverse elds including display backlighting, commu-
nication, medical services, signage, and general illumination.
With low voltage and low current functioning, they provide high
energy efficiency that leads to a decrease in energy usage.450,451

As LEDs offer greater temperature control than traditional
illuminating sources including CFLs, uorescent lamps and
incandescent lamps, they can last up to 50 000 hours longer.
The high performance of LEDs includes microsecond level
ultrafast response, a large range of programmable color
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 18 (a) Schematic representation of red-emitting carbon dots as an “on–off–on” switchable sensor for the detection of CIO− and GSH and
the exogenous and endogenous identification of hypochlorite and glutathione in red carbon dot embedded living cells using fluorescence
images. Reprinted with permission from ref. 195, Copyright 2022, Elsevier; (b) schematic representation of red-emitting nitrogen and phos-
phorus co-doped carbon dots for the detection of toxic dye malachite green and pH. Reprinted with permission from ref. 449, Copyright 2023,
Elsevier.
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temperatures including 4500 K to 12 000 K, and a larger oper-
ating temperature range including −20 °C to 85 °C. Because of
their low UV radiation and lack of mercury, LEDs are also
sustainable and environment-friendly products.452,453 LEDs can
illuminate light in a wide range of spectral bands including red,
yellow, green, and blue from small bands to a larger white light
band with a variable distribution of illuminating strength. LEDs
generate light due to the electroluminescence phenomenon
that occurs at the p–n junction. When a p–n junction is driven
in the upward orientation, holes are pumped from the p-
junction across the active layer into the n-junction, and elec-
trons in the n-junction have enough energy to ow across the
boundary layer into the p-junction.454,455 FCNMs attracted
attention as light emitting diodes for having superior optical
properties, high photostability, low cost, and ease of synthesis.
Solid-state FCNMs showed a notable uorescence redshi in
contrast to their aqueous solution due to supramolecular
crossing-linking between neighboring carbon nanomaterials,
indicating the possibility for solid-state light emitting diode
(LED) applications.456–458 Zhang et al. reported high thermal and
photostable red uorescent carbon dots with self-quenching
resistant properties. The red carbon dots were integrated with
Ce3+:Y3Al5O12 to develop high-quality warm white light-emitting
diodes.459 Cai et al. prepared red, blue and green uorescence
carbon dots with solubility in both aqueous solutions via a sol-
vothermal treatment. The individual polymer coated red, green
and blue composites glow with bright red, green and blue
colours respectively, when under 360 nm wavelength excitation,
Fig. 19(i). The as-prepared blue, green and red carbon dots were
mixed with polyvinylpyrrolidone polymer to build ultraviolet-
assisted white light-emitting diodes, which cover the entire
range of visible light. The uorescence spectra of the mixed
carbon dot coated polymer composite are illustrated at excita-
tion 360 nm and 340 nm wavelengths in Fig. 19(k). The CIE
colour coordinate of the developed white light-emitting diodes
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
was calculated to be (0.33, 0.33), similar to sunlight, Fig. 19(j).
The uorescence spectrum of white light emitting diodes
maintained good luminescence with very low photobleaching,
following a 15 day exposure to ultraviolet light, Fig. 19(l).460 Zhu
et al. developed red uorescent carbon dots by the surface
modication of nitrogen via treatment with hexadecyl trimethyl
ammonium bromide. They dissolved the red carbon dots with
blue and green carbon dots to develop UV-excited white light-
emitting diodes with a high colour rendering index.461 Zhai
et al. fabricated red-emitting carbon dots and green-emitting
carbon dots. The green-emitting carbon dots are mixed with
starch to get luminescence solid-state phosphor materials.
Similarly, red carbon dots are mixed with polyvinyl pyrrolidone
polymer to get solid-state phosphor materials. The green and
red phosphors were mixed with epoxy-silicone to get differently
shaped luminescent materials without changing the initial
uorescence wavelength. Under blue light excitation, the green
phosphor glows with bright green light and the red phosphor
glow with bright red light under green light excitation,
Fig. 19(g). When both blue and red phosphors were installed in
commercially available blue-emitting InGaN LED chips (with an
emission peak at 450 nm) and aer solidication for one hour
at 80 °C, a cool WLEDs with CIE color coordinates of (0.27, 0.28)
and CCT of 12 942 K were derived, Fig. 19(a). The emission
spectra of the cool white light emitting diodes were also recor-
ded, inset of Fig. 19(a). A WLED prototype was achieved by rst
exciting the green phosphors, and then red phosphors,
Fig. 19(h). A yellow-green light was emitted when the green
phosphor was taken under the blue-emitting InGaN LED chips,
Fig. 19(b). The CIE colour coordinate chromaticity plot of both
WLEDs and yellow LEDs was obtained, Fig. 19(c). Various colour
pen caps were taken under produced WLEDs to conrm the e-
colour rendering properties, Fig. 19(d). The same experiment
was done under sunlight, Fig. 19(e). No such difference was
found. The emission spectra of the working WLED are
Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 5717–5765 | 5743



Fig. 19 Schematic representation of the FCNM based LEDs: (a) optical image of the cool WLED with a CIE colour coordinate of (0.27, 0.28) and
a CCT of 12 942 K and the emission spectrum of the cool WLED is shown in the inset; (b) optical image of a yellow green LED with a CIE colour
coordinate of (0.33, 0.40), a CCT of 5572 K, and a CRI of 69 and the emission spectrum of the yellow green LED is shown in the inset; (c) diagram
of the CIE chromaticity colour coordinates of the cool WLED and yellow green LED; (d) image of various colour pen caps under working WLEDs
with a CIE colour coordinate of (0.33, 0.33), CCT of 5610 K and CRI of 92 and the high CRI diagram of the CIE chromaticity colour coordinate of
WLEDs in the inset at the right top corner; (e) image of various colour pen caps under daylight; (f) the emission spectrum of WLEDs as shown in
(d); (g) carbon dot based green phosphors & epoxy-silicone resin under a long pass 495 nm blue light filter (top) and carbon dot based red
phosphors & epoxy-silicone resin under a long pass 550 nm green light filter; (h) testing of the WLED prototype with the first excitation of the
green phosphors, and then red phosphors, thereby achievingwhite light. Reprintedwith permission from ref. 462, Copyright 2018, Elsevier; (i) the
images of themonochromatic blue, green and red LED devices derived from polyvinylpyrrolidone-coated carbon dots, under same excitation; (j)
the CIE colour coordinates of the white LEDs, the photo of the WLEDs upon excitation is shown in the inset; (k) the emitting light spectrum of
WLEDs; (l) the emitting spectrumof WLEDs before and after 15 days, respectively. Reprinted with permission from ref. 460, Copyright 2019, Royal
Society of Chemistry.
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illustrated, in Fig. 19(f). The produced white light emitting
phosphor illuminated very brightly under UV light excitation
with a high colour rendering index and colour coordinate.462 An
et al. reported red carbon dots using solvothermal treatment of
1,4-diaminonaphthalene. The red carbon dots possess
a tunable emission wavelength when treated with various
organic solvents. The red carbon dots are utilized as red light-
emitting diodes.463 Kumari et al. produced red, orange and
green colour emitting carbon dots for colour emitting diodes.
The multicolour carbon dots are mixed with polyvinyl alcohol to
get red, orange and green phosphors individually. A uorescent
solid polymeric lm is prepared by combining the three phos-
phors for the application of monochromatic and white light-
emitting diodes.464

5.3.2. Photocatalysis. In the photocatalytic process, pairs of
chemical reactions are stimulated by the energy of light.465
5744 | Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 5717–5765
When light is absorbed by the molecule, it is excited and an
activated electron–hole pair is created as a result. The electron
present in the valence band is excited by the energetic photons
and goes to the conduction band. These result in the formation
of vacant space at the position of the excited electron in the
valence band. The electron–hole pair mechanism leads to
oxidation and reduction processes.466,467 Typically, photons or
light illumination from UV light or visible light energize the
catalyst, which drives the electron transfer mechanism into the
reactant, resulting in both oxidation and reduction reactions
simultaneously. The highest optimum rate of reaction must
involve both the oxidation and reduction reactions at the same
time.468,469 FCNMs emerged as a better photocatalyst compared
to the conventional photocatalysts including TiO2, ZnO, WO3,
BiPO4, Bi2O3, BiOX (where X = Cl, I, and Br) and BiVO4 due to
their low-cost easy synthesis method, non-toxicity, and excellent
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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photophysical and photochemical properties. FCNMs show
great electron acceptor and donor characteristics and they can
effectively control the electron–hole recombination process.
Specially, red FCNMs exhibit a wide range of absorption wave-
lengths starting from UV-visible to near infrared (NIR)/infrared
(IR) regions under solar light illumination.470,471 Khare et al.
reported bright red luminescent excitation independent zinc
doped carbon dots with high quantum yield for the photore-
duction of aqueous phase hexavalent chromium to trivalent
chromium under the illumination of sunlight. They described
the photoreduction process by a simple plot of the relative
concentration of chromium as a function of time (minutes).
They examined the photoreduction process under several
conditions. First, they mixed carbon dots with 100 ppm chro-
mium solution with shaking for 30 minutes under dark condi-
tions. The reduction was achieved aer 300 minutes in the dark
and only 27% of hexavalent chromium was reduced which is
shown by a blue line. A maximum of 99% of hexavalent chro-
mium was reduced under sunlight and shown by the red line. A
control experiment was also run and shown by the pink line. A
Fig. 20 Schematic representation of several photocatalysis processes
magnesium and nitrogen doped red carbon dots utilized in the sunlight in
of methylene blue and methylene blue mixed graphene quantum dots un
dark with the colour change effect of methylene blue solution as an eff
carbon dot assisted photodegradation of methylene blue (MB) with vario
ref. 186, Copyright 2018, American Chemical Society; (c) the utilization o
aqueous-phase photoreduction of hexa-valent chromium to tri-valent ch
the relative chromium concentration as a function of time under differe
chromium to trivalent chromium under light. Reprinted with permission
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separate same experiment with 50 ppm chromium solution was
also run, and the result was shown by a black line, Fig. 20(c).
They illustrated a possible mechanism, consisting of three
parts. The reduction of water caused by the photogenerated
holes in the valence band resulted in the production of O2 and
H+, which occurs in the rst step. The electrons generated by
photoexcitation and the H+ ions target the hexavalent chro-
mium to reduce it to trivalent chromium, as illustrated in the
second step. In the last step, defects in carbon dots play
a crucial role in the photoreduction approach by bringing hex-
avalent chromium close to the active region of the carbon dot
surface for the redox reaction, Fig. 20(d).472 Bhati et al. proposed
a simple microwave synthesis method for red emissive
magnesium nitrogen-doped carbon dots from Bougainvillea
plants. This as-synthesized optical material is used as a photo-
catalyst under sunlight illumination for the deterioration of
methylene blue, a pollutant dye. The team explained a higher
rate of photodegradation under sunlight, in contrast to articial
tungsten light via a photodegradation plot of methylene blue,
Fig. 20(a). They examined the excitation-dependent emission of
of red fluorescent carbon dots: (a) excitation dependent emission of
duced photodegradation ofmethylene blue, the photodegradation plot
der 120 minutes of sunlight illumination, tungsten bulb light and in the
ect of photodegradation is shown in the inset; (b) mechanism of red
us pathways including I, II, III, IV and V. Reprinted with permission from
f the excitation dependent red emitting zinc doped carbon dots in the
romium, under sunlight illumination with the photoreduction graph of
nt conditions; (d) possible photoreduction mechanism of hexavalent
from ref. 472, Copyright 2018, American Chemical Society.
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magnesium and nitrogen-doped red carbon dots in the
sunlight-induced photodegradation of methylene blue. Various
procedures were carried out, including the use of methylene
blue and methylene blue mixed carbon dots in the dark, under
a tungsten bulb light, and for 120 minutes of solar illumination
respectively, Fig. 20(a). The colour change of methylene blue
solution occurred aer the photodegradation process,
Fig. 20(a). Additionally, they provided a ve-step hypothetical
mechanism. The photoinduced electron from the sun is
captured by the functional group present on the surface of the
red carbon dots, leading to the surface defect state, marked as
path I. Path II indicates that the electrons present in the
graphitic layer of the carbon dots are excited by light, which
leads to a delay in the recombination of electron–hole pairs and
produces reactive oxygen species as an intermediate on the
surface of the carbon dots. Paths III–IV illustrated that the
methylene blue reacts with the reactive oxygen and breaks down
into small hydrocarbons, conrmed by NMR examination,
Fig. 20(b).186 Li et al. developed a near IR light-regulated metal-
free photocatalytic system of carbon dots for the conversion of
benzaldehyde from benzyl alcohol via a selective oxidation
approach.473 Yang et al. prepared TiO2-sensitized red uores-
cent carbon dots for the photocatalytic production of hydrogen
from methanol.474

5.3.3. Solar energy. The energy demand of today's world is
growing day by day with the increase of the global population.
Most of the nations depend on fossil fuels for energy resources
including electricity. Using fossil fuels produces higher carbon
emissions as this process emits CO2 as a by-product. This
results in global warming, followed by climate change. Solar
energy is one of the most commonly used renewable sources all
over the globe. The sun deposits approximately 86 PW of energy
onto the surface of the Earth annually. Solar energy is the
sunlight that has been transformed into thermal or electrical
energy.475–477 FCNMs are quickly gaining attention in solar
Fig. 21 Graphical representation of luminescent solar concentrator: (a) A
the sun. Then the downshifted photons are transported through total inte
placed at one of the edges of the plate to capture the optically conce
photovoltaic cell. (b) Various optical phenomena happen with the abs
absorption by the small photovoltaic cell. Reprinted with permission fro
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technology due to their low cost, non-toxic nature and excep-
tional optical characteristics compared to costly perovskite or
heavymetal-based uorophores.478,479 The term “LSC” stands for
“large-area sunlight collector”. The luminescent solar concen-
trator is a translucent rectangular piece of glass or polymer
material as a light guide plate that has been coated with uo-
rescent materials. The uorescent materials absorb light from
the sun. As a result, the uorescent materials are illuminated
immediately and the downshied photons propagate through
an internal reection process to the edges of the rectangle light
guide, where the photons are absorbed by the thin photovoltaic
cell, Fig. 21(a). It is a promising straightforward technology to
harvest solar energy. Various optical phenomena also occur
during the whole process including the absorption of sunlight,
transport of the downshied photons and their absorption by
the photovoltaic cells, Fig. 21(b).480

Liu et al. developed a red uorescent carbon quantum dot-
based large-area sunlight collector named a luminescent solar
concentrator (LSC) for the conversion of solar to electricity so
effectively. The as-synthesized carbon dots have a broad
absorption region, large Stokes shi value, and high quantum
yield, which are advantageous for developing red uorescent
embedded LSCs, Fig. 22(e). They nd the interspace distance-
dependent efficiency of LSCs by examining the changes in
uorescence intensity with changing the distance. It is shown
from a graph, Fig. 22(a), that the intensity enhanced with
a lower distance of illumination from the edge, and this is the
indication of very weak reabsorption loss. It is also clear from
the graph of normalized uorescence as a function of the
distance, Fig. 22(b). The uorescence emission intensity of red-
emitting carbon dots decreased with increased interspace
distance between the spot of the beam and the edge of the LSC
because of reabsorption followed by reabsorption loss, as
shown in the inset of Fig. 22(b). Generally, reabsorption loss is
caused by the re-absorption and re-emission, non-absorption of
fluorophore-coated light-guided plate absorbs the emitted photons of
rnal reflection to the edges of the light guide. A small photovoltaic cell is
ntrated sunlight. A small bulb is illuminated when connected to the
orption of sunlight, transport of the downshifted photons and their
m ref. 480, Copyright 2021, Royal Society of Chemistry.
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Fig. 22 (a) Fluorescence intensity spectra from various interspaces of illumination from the edge of the light guide; (b) total fluorescence
intensity as a function of the interspace distance of the illumination from edges; a schematic for the measurement is shown in the inset; (c) the
power conversion efficiency (hopt) is evaluated from the current density (J) as a function of voltage (V) of the luminescence solar concentrator
system under daylight, and the photograph of a red emissive solar concentrator under solar illumination is shown in the inset; (d) the relationship
between temperature changes and variations in the power conversion efficiency of the luminescence solar concentrators; (e) real life lumi-
nescence solar concentrators glowing under the illumination of light in the laboratory. Reprinted with permission from ref. 481, Copyright 2023,
Royal Society of Chemistry.
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the incident light, partial photon loss, surface reection, and
the escape of light below the critical angle. The power conver-
sion efficiency (hopt) was calculated from the relationship
between the current density (J) and voltage (V) of the lumines-
cence solar concentrator system under daylight and it was close
to 4.81%, Fig. 22(c). The temperature dependence of the effi-
ciency was also evaluated. As can be observed, the power
conversion efficiency steadily dropped as the temperature rose
from room temperature to 60 °C. The power conversion effi-
ciency rose as the temperature dropped until it reached the
adjacent room temperature, Fig. 22(d).481 Han et al. reported
biocompatible red and green carbon quantum dots, having
a 300–650 nm broad absorption range. Furthermore, they
combined red and green carbon dots via a vacuum heating
approach to obtain two slab-incorporated tandem structured
LSCs with greater efficiency.482 Cai et al. fabricated boric acid
functionalized red emissive broadband absorption graphene
quantum dots with a high quantum yield to develop high power
conversion efficient LSCs. The developed graphene quantum
dots showed vibronic-coupled excitonic emission due to the
crystalline graphitic structure and hydrogen bonding func-
tionalities. These capabilities of graphene quantum dots help to
build highly effective LSCs.483 Li et al. developed a novel and
highly effective tandem LSC by mixing red luminescent carbon
dots with yellow emissive carbon dots. The as-developed LSC
showed big advantages for building integrated photovoltaics.484

Ali et al. proposed surface modication-dependent carbon
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
quantum dots (CQDs) with multicolor emission. Among them,
the red emissive CQDs showed the largest Stokes shi and
better electrocatalytic activity, causing an increase in surface
reactivity and charge transfer. The red CQDs are embedded with
carbon nanotubes (CNTs) to remove the aggregation-induced
quenching of electrocatalytic activity and increase the conduc-
tivity. The red CQD-doped CNTs are used as a counter electrode
in solar cells.485 Dey et al. reported red emissive graphene
quantum dots (GQDs) synthesized using a polar aprotic solvent
with increasing nitrogen units in the GQDs. The red GQDs
showed superior photovoltaic performance due to the charge
transport properties and higher absorptivity and carrier
density.486
5.4. Others

5.4.1. Anticounterfeiting. A critical, global issue that has
persisted for a long time is the rapid rise of the counterfeiting
market for practically all goods, including currency, fuel,
medications, coatings, and labels. Even important information
is imitated to steal money from bank accounts. This issue has
a signicantly negative impact on the global economy, human
health, and scientic advancement.487–489 Therefore, it is
imperative to create advanced anti-counterfeiting technology to
deal with the effects of counterfeiting on diverse elds and
protect the welfare of consumers. Numerous anti-counterfeiting
techniques, such as barcoding, watermarking, the digital
Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 5717–5765 | 5747
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signature standard (DSS), radio frequency identication tags
(RFIDs), holograms, and uorescent tags or levels, have been
employed so far.490–492 Fluorescent tags or levels stand out
among the competition due to their low cost, straightforward
approaches, appealing multicolor coding, and stimulus-
responsive encryption decryption techniques. Fluorescent
materials are used to make uorescent tags or levels. The most
preferable high-security level anticounterfeiting technology is
obtained by embedding uorescence materials with tunable
and controlled emissions under various stimuli into a security
system.493–496 FCNMs are booming these days as an anticoun-
terfeiting material because of their great uorescence proper-
ties, tunable emission, easy of functionalization, high stability,
biocompatibility, eco-friendliness and cost-effective synthesis
methods. The FCNMs have great advantages compared to
semiconductor metal nanomaterials, rare-earth doped nano-
materials, inorganic perovskite nanomaterials and polymer
nanomaterials due to their inherent characteristics.497–499

Dong et al. reported red uorescent carbon dots with starch
to form a hybrid phosphor for the detection of latent nger-
prints more accurately on glass, paper and plastic by the powder
dusting method via high contrast red uorescent signals. The
team detected latent ngerprint images on glass, paper and
Fig. 23 Red fluorescent starch embedded carbon dot dipped fingerprin
excitation, respectively; (D) magnified fingerprint images of (1) bifurcatio
crossover and (8) scar; (E) first one is the confocal red fluorescence imag
and second one is the same image after several weeks, reprinted with per
first, the “SC” & “AU” pattern photograph made with the ink of NaYF4:Yb,
excitationwavelengthwith a 550 nm cut-off filter; second one is the same
off filter; third one is the same logo under 360 nm UV & 980 laser nm exc
first, the graphic security pattern photographs made with NaYF4:Yb,Er i
980 nm laser excitation respectively, for dual mode anticounterfeiting, re
Chemistry.
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plastic. The arches, loops and whorls of the ngerprint are
identied by highly contrasted red bright uorescent signals,
resulting in great identication information in the analysis of
ngerprint, Fig. 23(A), (B) and (C). The characteristic marked
points of bifurcation, island, termination, eye, core, ridge
divergence, and crossover are also recognized so nicely for
further analysis, Fig. 23(D). The uorescent ngerprint images
stand by for several weeks without any loss, Fig. 23(E).500 Yuan
et al. demonstrated a dual-mode anti-counterfeiting technology
with the help of red emissive boron-doped carbon dots, which
shows a reversible switching emission aer doping with boron.
The acid-induced discoloration technique is mainly used in this
anticounterfeiting application.501 Yang et al. showed
aggregation-induced on–off emission phenomena of red emis-
sive hydrophobic carbon dots, caused by the limitation of
intermolecular rotation of the surfaces around the –SS– bond.
The turning on–off red uorescence properties of the hydro-
phobic carbon dots were used in anticounterfeiting and dual
encryption applications.502 Liao et al. developed a photo-
switchable carbon nanomaterial embedded with the copoly-
mers of styrene and spiropyran. The team showed that the
uorescence colour switches between red, green and blue when
excited by UV radiation and could be used in anticounterfeiting
t images on (A) on glass; (B) on paper; (C) on plastic, under green light
n, (2) island, (3) termination, (4) eye, (5) core, (6) ridge divergence, (7)
e of starch embedded carbon dot dipped fingerprints on a glass sheet
mission from ref. 500, Copyright 2020, American Chemical Society; (F)
Er embedded carbon dots and only NaYF4:Yb,Er under the 365 nm UV
logo under the 980 nm laser excitationwavelengthwith a 550 nm cut-

itation with a 550 nm cut-off filter for dual mode anticounterfeiting; (G)
nk and NaYF4:Yb,Er embedded carbon dot ink under 365 nm UV and
printed with permission from ref. 504, Copyright 2022, Royal Society of
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applications.503 Wei et al. achieved a red emissive hybrid
nanocomposite by mixing NaYF4:Yb,Er with carbon dots via an
electrostatic reaction for 30 s. This hybrid nanocomposite is
used in advanced dual-mode anticounterfeiting applications.
For the anticounterfeiting experiment, rst, they prepared two
types of ink made of NaYF4:Yb,Er (ink-1) and NaYF4:Yb,Er
embedded carbon dots (ink-2), respectively. Aer that, they
wrote two symbols “SC” with ink-2 and “AU” with ink-1, on
a paper, respectively. When these written symbols are excited
with 365 nm UV, a 980 nm laser and 365 nm UV with a 980 nm
laser simultaneously, they show dual mode excitation charac-
teristics. The images obtained through a 550 nm cut-off lter is
highly applicable for anticounterfeiting application, Fig. 23(F).
With addition, some symbols for graphitic security made of ink-
1 and ink-2 showed dual mode anticounterfeiting, Fig. 23(G).504

5.4.2. Articial photosynthesis. Articial photosynthesis is
a chemical reaction process that replicates the biological
process of photosynthesis to produce adenosine triphosphate
(ATP) and biomass. This is an economical and sustainable
technology for producing, conserving, and transporting
energy.505–507 This technology can produce green hydrogen,
oxygen and hydrocarbons. This process reduces carbon dioxide
by absorbing and utilizing it in the reaction process.508,509 It is
discovered that articial photosynthesis systems can be more
efficient than natural photosynthesis.510 Photosynthesis is the
most essential metabolic process of living beings and must take
place for the development of plants in this universe. This
process including the absorption of energy of light, transfer of
electrons, photophosphorylation and the digestion of carbon
takes place in the chloroplast.511 One of the most effective ways
to boost plant development is increasing the efficiency of
photosynthesis and the electron transfer mechanism. Environ-
mental modeling, gene regulation, genetic improvement,
decreasing photorespiration, optimization of Calvin Benson
cycle/Rubisco and transforming C3 crops to the C4 pathway are
the different mechanism strategies adopted to enhance the
photosynthesis process in plants. Photosynthesis mainly takes
place at the thylakoid or bacterial membranes of chloroplasts. It
acts as a reaction centre and antenna complex. Depending on
their absorption wavelengths, the photosystems are divided
into two categories. Photosystem I (PS I) adsorbs far-red light
photons at a longer wavelength of 700 nm and photosystem II
(PS II) absorbs red light photons at a shorter wavelength of
680 nm. The splitting of water and the production of oxygen
occur at PS II. So, it is called the oxygen-evolving photosystem
and the reaction is called the Hill reaction. When chloroplast is
exposed to both far-red (>690 nm) and red (<690 nm) light, the
efficiency of photosynthesis increases. It is called the Emerson
effect. The energy stimulates the synthesis of adenosine
triphosphate (ATP) and nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide
phosphate (NADPH) via a variety of energy conversions and
electron conduction processes. ATP and NADPH change carbon
dioxide to sugar molecules via a chain of enzymatic reactions in
the Calvin cycle. The chloroplast contains a green pigment
called chlorophyll. The chlorophyll has a reduced porphyrin
ring system (chlorin system) that absorbs energy from the sun
and transfers its energy via an electronic transition to the
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
chemical reactions that occur in chloroplasts. This results in the
generation of ATP that is transformed into chemically active
energy to regulate carbon dioxide and water for producing
nutrient biomass carbohydrates. The absorption regions are
divided into two parts. The red region is associated with
a wavelength of 640–660 nm and the blue region is associated
with a wavelength of 430–450 nm. Chlorophyll only absorbs the
visible wavelength range (400–700 nm) of the sun. Only 45% of
the whole spectrum is visible in the sunlight, due to the light
reection, respiration, light inhibition and light saturation
processes. Hence the efficiency of photosynthesis is 11%
approximately. Green plants are the foundation of the food
cycle because they produce their own food using the photo-
synthesis process. Therefore, creating articial photosynthesis
technology is a very encouraging way to boost photosynthesis,
which satises the global need for food.510,512–515

FCNMs have caught the attention for improving solar energy
harvesting and boosting the efficient operation of photosyn-
thesis due to their biocompatibility, photobleaching, easy
synthesis method and low cytotoxic nature. Engineering FCNMs
with plants will follow the light conversion to energy and supply
this energy to the chloroplast for accelerating the electron
conduction mechanism followed by boosting the photosyn-
thesis in the plant.516–519

Li et al. proposed a technology for utilizing sunlight by plants
by developing a hybrid photosynthetic system. They used
hydrophilic, biocompatible and high quantum yield-based far-
red carbon dots as a light-harvesting agent and converter.
When the carbon dots are excited by ultraviolet rays, they emit
625–800 nm far-red radiation which is utilized and absorbed by
the chloroplasts and as a result Emerson effect starts to occur.
The team showed that their demonstrated hybrid system leads
to enhancing the electron transfer mechanism, production of
ATP and gathering of biomass followed by an increase in the
efficiency of photosynthesis. The proposed mechanism of this
experiment is illustrated below, in Fig. 24. The uorescence
images of chloroplasts, far-red CD and far-red CD assisted
chloroplast complexes were taken respectively under UV light
excitation, Fig. 25(e). When the illuminated UV light from the
sun or an articial source is absorbed by the red carbon dot
accumulated chloroplast hybrid system, the carbon dots
convert the UV light to far-red radiation. It increases the elec-
tron transfer mechanism, and consequently, the photosyn-
thesis efficiency of plants gradually increased. The electron
transfer chain consists of four stages including photosystems I
& II (PS I & II), the cytochrome b6f complex (Cyt b6f), and ATP
synthase. The two pigments of thylakoid membranes are the
reaction center pigments that are responsible for converting
harvesting light into electricity and the second one is antenna
pigments (AP1 and AP2) that are transferring light energy. The
primary electron donor (P680) of the reaction center pigment in
PS II absorbs the emitted uorescent radiation. The antenna
pigments transfer the radiation to excite the P680 donor and
produce electrons. The hole containing P680 leads to splitting of
water into protons and oxygen. The black arrow shows the
transfer of electrons from PS II to the Cyt b6f complex followed
by the route of pheophytin (Pheo) and plastoquinone (PQ). The
Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 5717–5765 | 5749



Fig. 24 Mechanism representation of the photosynthesis activity of the far-red carbon dots based chloroplast hybrid system: PS II & I are the
photosystems I and II; AP1 and AP2 are the antenna pigments; P680 & P700 are the primary electron donor of PS II and PS I respectively; “Pheo” is
pheophytin; PQ is plastoquinone; Cyt b6f is the cytochrome b6f complex; DCPIP is 2,6-dichlorophenolindophenol; FNR is ferredoxin reductase;
NADP+ and NADPH are nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate and its reduced form respectively; ATP synthase is adenosine triphosphate
synthase; ATP + Pi is adenosine triphosphate with inorganic phosphate. Reprinted with permission from ref. 520, Copyright 2020, American
Chemical Society.
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primary electron donor (P700) of the reaction of the reaction
center pigments in PS I excited and lost electrons. They extend
to a steady state by gaining electrons from PQ. The ultimate
acceptor nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate
(NADP+) is changed to reduced nicotinamide adenine dinucle-
otide phosphate (NADPH) by accepting electrons. Due to high
electron affinity for electrons 2,6-dichlorophenolindophenol
(DCPIP) captures the transported electrons from PS II to PS I,
following the Hill reaction causing the splitting of water. The
splitting of water generates protons and oxygen. The protons
can produce energy for ATP formation by transportation via ATP
synthase due to the concentration gradient. The growth of
Rome lettuce was affected by far-red CDs at various concentra-
tions (0, 1, 3, 5, and 7 g mL−1), Fig. 25(d). The far-red CD treated
confocal images of the root, stem and leaf of lettuce at
a concentration of 10 mg per mL were also collected under
excitation of 405 nm and the emission range of 630–700 nm, on
a 200 mm scale bar, Fig. 25(c).520

Xu et al. reported red emissive NaYF4:Yb,Er doped carbon
dots which are used to increase the water absorption capacity
and promote the growth of hydroponic mung beans. The ability
of these as-synthesized carbon dots to convert near-infrared
radiation into red light helps in the boosting of photosyn-
thesis by more than two times to promote the mung bean plant
growth, Fig. 25(b).521 Wang et al. demonstrated NIR emissive
5750 | Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 5717–5765
carbon dots for improving the absorption and the electron
transfer mechanism to increase the photosynthesis efficiency of
N. benthamiana plants. The team identied that the PsbP and
PsiK genes were the controllers of photosynthesis in N.
benthamiana plant.522 Xiao et al. rst developed aggregation-
induced emission carbon dots derived from natural quercetin
and coated with a chloroplast to develop a new type of biobased
optical hybrid material for articial photosynthesis. This hybrid
material can increase the photosynthesis rate by regulating the
harvesting of light over a wide spectral range, Fig. 25(a).523

5.4.3. Fluorescent silk. A focus of cutting-edge material
research is uorescent silk materials due to their potential for
use in brilliant fabrics for wonderful dresses, tissue scaffolding,
luminescent marks, surgical suturing, bioassay systems and
drug delivery devices.524,525 Red FCNMs have superior mechan-
ical qualities, light durability, higher luminosity and low cyto-
toxicity than uorescent organic dyes, rare earth nanoparticles,
and semiconductor QDs, making them the best choice for
feeding silkworms to produce uorescent silk. The illuminating
uorescent silks have been used in regular clothing like suits
and ties for making them gorgeous under light illumination.
Bombyx mori silk is among the most prevalent examples of
luminous silk. It is derived from the Bombyx mori silk broin
which is a biopolymer that can be used to make materials with
appealing characteristics of biocompatibility and
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 25 (a) Representation of the aggregation-induced emission carbon dot assisted photosynthesis enhancement; reprinted with permission
from ref. 523, Copyright 2021, American Chemical Society (b) schematic representation diagram of the red CD assisted light conversion effect
under sunlight on mung bean seedlings; reprinted with permission from ref. 521, Copyright 2020, American Chemical Society; (c) far-red CD
treated confocal images of the root, stem and leaf of lettuce at a concentration of 10 mg per mL, collected under excitation of 405 nm and the
emission range of 630–700 nm, on a 200 mm scale bar; reprinted with permission from ref. 520, Copyright 2020, American Chemical Society (d)
far-red CD effect at different concentrations (0, 1, 3, 5, and 7 mg mL−1) on the growth of Rome lettuce; reprinted with permission from ref. 520,
Copyright 2020, American Chemical Society; (e) the fluorescence images of chloroplasts, far-red CD and far-red CD assisted chloroplast
complexes, respectively, reprinted with permission from ref. 520, Copyright 2020, American Chemical Society.
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biodegradability. The creation of uorescent silk using uo-
rescent carbon nanoparticles is extremely challenging, and
a plausible mechanism is illustrated below. At rst, the chains
to break upon stretching are easily moveable chains in random
coil/-helix shapes. The FCNMs moved with protein chains due
to their spherical form, nanoscale size scale, and robust
hydrogen bond couplings which in turn created more place for
chains to migrate. This cooperative movement granted more
elongation to the modied silk bers. When the deformity was
enhanced, comparatively the poor hydrogen bonding connec-
tions between FCNMs and silk broin were split rst, releasing
energy. Additionally, owing to the nanoller inuence, the
FCNMs themselves produced hardness and caused a transfer of
tension from the silk to the FCNMs.526–532

Liu et al. synthesized biocompatible and hydrophobic bright
red uorescent carbon dots (CDs) from mulberry leaves via
a simple solvothermal route. The as-synthesized carbon dots
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
showed a full width at half maximum emission curve peak at
the 676 nm wavelength with a high quantum yield of 73%. The
team fed the red carbon dots to silkworms and when the silk-
worms consumed enough red CDs, they grew up gradually. They
took various photographs of an adult silkworm under UV light,
Fig. 26(f) and under green light. The uorescence microscopy
images of the head and chest of the silkworm were taken under
green excitation light, Fig. 26(e). The source of the lumines-
cence was determined by the ethanolic extraction technique.
The cocoon coatings and shells were dissolved in ethanol and
then ltered to develop the ethanoic solution. The ethanoic
solution was taken to get the uorescent emission spectra
under different excitation wavelengths, are shown Fig. 26(j). The
anatomy of the control silkworm showed that the alimentary
tract appears green in natural light and faintly uoresces yellow-
green when exposed to UV light, Fig. 26(c) and (g), top. In
comparison, the alimentary tract of the examined group (red
Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 5717–5765 | 5751



Fig. 26 Schematic representation of fluorescent silk – (a) & (k) fluorescent cocoon under daylight & UV light, respectively; (b) adult silkworm
moth emerging from the bottom of the cocoon; (c) the alimentary canal of the control and test groups from up to down, respectively; (d) the
photograph of silk glands under daylight; (e) photograph of an adult silkworm and the fluorescent microscopy images of the head and chest of
the silkworm, under green excitation light; (f) the photograph of adult silkworms under UV light; (g) the alimentary canal of the control and test
groups from up to down under UV light, respectively; (h) the photograph of silk glands under UV light; (i) the full anatomical photograph of the
silkworm under UV light; (j) the fluorescent emission spectra of ethanoic solution taken out from the cocoon coats and shells, under different
excitation wavelengths. Reprinted with permission from ref. 533, Copyright 2022, Wiley-VCH GmbH.
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CDs) appears greyish-yellow in natural light and uoresces
reddish-yellow, when exposed to UV light, Fig. 26(c) and (g),
bottom. The photograph of silk glands was also taken under
daylight and UV light to conrm the diffusion of red CDs,
Fig. 26(d) and (h). Aer a certain time, the silkworm constructed
a cocoon made of uorescent silk bers and inside the cocoon,
it changed into a pupa. Aer many days, the pupa changed into
an adult silkworm moth and came out through a saliva-soaked
aperture at the bottom of the cocoon. The day light & uores-
cence images of the cocoon and adult silkworm moth were
taken, respectively, Fig. 26(a), (b) and (k). These researchers
showed that these cocoons showed vivid pink-red uorescence
under UV light, Fig. 26(k), and used for the production of
uorescent silk.533

Maltseva et al. developed a uorescent silk ber material
from the in situ modication of spider silk and uorescent
carbon dots. The resulting hybrid materials showed intense red
uorescence with an emission wavelength of 590 nm when
excited with a 480 nm wavelength. They utilized the developed
materials for the closure of wounds and the detection of
pathogens.534

5.4.4. Fluorescent nano-thermometers. The measurement
of temperature at the nanoscale level requires a sophisticated
research plan and study. Temperature sensing at the intra-
cellular level is crucial for the explanation of several biolog-
ical mechanisms.535,536 Nanothermometers are next-
generation sensing probes for intracellular thermal sensing
5752 | Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 5717–5765
and imaging with temperature-dependent uorescent prop-
erties in the future. Thermal monitoring on the nanoscale
demands uorescent nanothermometers with strong
biocompatibility and great thermal sensitivity to get sub-
micrometric and sub-degree spatial and thermal character-
istic results respectively. This sophisticated device
determines temperature by taking advantage of the
temperature-sensitive properties of uorescence of nano-
materials including uorescence lifetime, intensity and the
highest emission peak.537–541 Red emitting CNMs are
emerging as nanothermometers due to their biocompati-
bility, low cost, broad absorption–emission region and high
penetration characteristics.542,543 Xu et al. reported a uores-
cent-based nanothermometer for intercellular temperature
identication derived from red-emitting carbon nano-
materials. Stable, hydrophilic, uniform-sized carbon dots are
prepared from thionine and citric acid via a solvothermal
approach. They explored the relative uorescent intensities of
red carbon dot solution as a function of increasing tempera-
ture ranging from 4–80 °C to conrm the change of the sub-
cellular temperature sensing at a 500 nm excitation wave-
length, Fig. 27(a). They also illustrated a hypothetical red
carbon dot integrated thermometer representation with
relative intensity as a function of temperature, Fig. 27(f). They
conrmed that the red-emitting carbon dots possess superior
temperature-responsive uorescence properties for six cycles
of the heating and cooling process with a temperature range
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 27 Schematic representation of a fluorescent nanothermometer: (a) graph of the relative fluorescence intensity of the red fluorescent
carbon dot solution vs. varying temperatures during the heating and cooling processes; (b) graph of the fluorescence intensity of red carbon dots
in six cycles of heating and cooling at temperatures ranging from 4–80 °C using a 500 nm excitation wavelength; (c) & (d) the confocal fluo-
rescence images of cells after being embedded with red carbon dots at the temperatures of 20 °C and 37 °C, respectively on a 100 mm scale bar;
(e) microscopic intercellular representation of the cell with the red carbon dot injection and heating-cooling effect; (f) red carbon dot integrated
thermometer representation with relative intensity and temperature (°C) scaling, reprinted with permission from ref. 544, Copyright 2020,
American Chemical Society.
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of 4–80 °C, Fig. 27(b). They also veried the temperature-
responsive uorescence properties of red carbon dots aer
embedding them with different kinds of cells and capturing
the images of the cells with heating and cooling at the
temperatures of 20 °C and 37 °C with heating and cooling,
Fig. 27(c) and (d). A microscopic intercellular representation
of red carbon dot injected cells with the heating-cooling effect
was also illustrated, Fig. 27(e).544

Wang et al. developed red uorescent carbon dots, derived
from o-phenylenediamine, employed as a nanothermometer for
controlling very accurately and sensitively the intracellular
temperature value. The team examined the uorescent emis-
sion spectra of red carbon dots in an aqueous solution as
a function of varying temperatures of 15–60 °C. The red carbon
dots were used as a probe for the indication of temperature. A
gradual increase in the uorescence intensity of the red carbon
dots was noticed with rising the temperature from 15 °C to 60 °
C. A sharp increase in the uorescence intensity was observed at
60 °C.545 Lee et al. prepared graphene quantum dots with
emission in both visible and infrared regions for microscopic
intercellular temperature identication as a function of uo-
rescence intensity.546 Wang et al. produced microwave-assisted
red-emitting carbon dots for measuring the temperature
inside a living cell.547
6. Conclusion

Red emissive CNMs are the most predominant nanomaterials
compared to others due to their several advantages such as
a high penetration depth, wide absorption, biodegradability,
and the photobleaching resistance effect. Hence, these red
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
emissive CNMs are mostly useful in the elds of biomedical,
anticounterfeiting and energy-related applications. Based on
the above advantage and wide range of applications, we have
outlined the fascinating aspects and ongoing research on red
emissive CNMs. It should be noted that the scientic commu-
nity has made signicant efforts to date for the advancement of
red-emissive CNM technologies. In this review, we have dis-
cussed the synthesis of FCNMs, the origin of uorescence
mechanisms, factors affecting the synthetic procedure for
achieving tuneable emission properties, and applications in
various current elds. This review summarized each aspect of
red emissive CNMs to promote future research in the context of
their synthesis, innovation, and exploring their additional
applications.
7. Future prospects

In addition to synthetic strategies for developing a variety of red-
emissive CNM samples, several factors for red-shiing uores-
cence and the applications of FCNMs have also been demon-
strated in this journey. However, further research and
advancements are still needed to broaden the uses of red
emission uorescence. The followings are the present issues
and prospective directions:

(1) The preparation of red emissive CNMs ought to be
economical, scalable, reproducible, and environmentally
friendly. However, in the majority of recent reports the prepa-
ration of red-emitting CNMs is costly, requires harmful chem-
ical reagents, is time taking, and involves ineffective
purication techniques, which limit their practical applica-
bility. Hence, cost-effective carbon precursors and quick
Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 5717–5765 | 5753
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purication techniques are the way for the development of
large-scale and environmentally friendly red FCNMs in the
coming years.

(2) The majority of red-emissive CNMs have low quantum
yield, and therefore it is essential to develop a new method that
increases the quantum yield of red-emissive CNMs in an
aqueous medium.

(3) The origin of red uorescence in carbon nanomaterials
can be understood or explored in detail by sophisticated tech-
niques such as lifetime microscopy, scanning tunneling
microscopy, single-particle imaging, and related super-
resolution techniques. Efficient machine learning techniques
and computational modeling are also extremely desirable to
reveal the red emission in FCNMs.

(4) The synthesis of far infrared emissive FCNMs with high
quantum yield has been high in demand in recent times due to
their excellent applications in the biomedical eld. The
researchers may select the best precursors, synthesis tech-
niques and functionalization of ligands to prepare highly
intense infrared emissive CNMs.

(5) The biodistribution, pharmacokinetics, and clearance
studies of red emissive CNMs are required for further research
to improve their clinical usage.

With the aforementioned initiatives, it is anticipated that the
production of red emissive CNMs would increase their
biomedical as well as energy-related applications. These low
cytotoxic red FCNMs will also open up new avenues to meet the
demands of clinical applications.
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